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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The aims of this project are to build and evaluate a terminology that provides
categorization labels (tags) for common segments within clinical documents. For
example, “History and Physical Examination” (H&P) notes generally contain sections,
such as “history of present illness,” “past medical history,” and “physical exam.” Many
of these sections can have subsections, such as a “cardiovascular exam” under physical
examination or “previous hospitalizations” under past medical history. Development of a
tool to parse and label natural-language clinical documents using the new document
tagging terminology comprises a key component of this work. The new section header
terminology models the common section names, subsection names, and their
relationships. The section tagging tool, named SecTag, identifies terminology matches
from natural language clinical documents using a combination of linguistic, natural
language processing, and machine learning techniques based in part on the
KnowledgeMap Concept Identifier (KMCI) program previously developed by the author
and colleagues.1-5 The evaluation study focused on recognizing components of “history
and physical examination” (H&P) notes that were generated during hospitalizations and
outpatient visits. Clinical domain experts, as external reviewers, rated the SecTag’s
ability to identify sections from H&P documents, and judged when SecTag failed to do
so.
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Electronic health records comprise a rich source of clinical information, including clinical
observations, laboratory and imaging reports, and medical diagnoses. Most such records
exist in the form of clinical narratives, composed of natural language text created as
providers describe interactions with patients. Typical narrative documents include note
types such as an admission history and physical, outpatient visit note, or discharge
summary6 and are typically stored electronically; these documents generally expressed in
the “boundless chaos of living speech.”7 The primary purpose of generating clinical
narratives remains to provide an efficient method of communicating among clinicians;
generating structured notes in a “computer-understandable” format remains a distant
desideratum due to workflow issues.8, 9

Identifying sections and subsections in clinical documentation is an important first step to
providing context for understanding the concepts within a document. Much of the
information in the text of a large clinical note cannot be easily “understood” by humans
or software programs without the contextual clues provided by section headers. For
example, it is far easier to disambiguate a term such as “friction rub” if one knows
whether it appeared in the “pulmonary auscultation”, “cardiac auscultation”, “abdominal
examination” or “joint examination” segment of an H&P note. In addition, “past medical
history” and “family medical history” may both contain lists of identical disease names
that, based on context, have very different implications for the patient’s health, for use in
clinical research, or for decision support.
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Recognition of clinical document section tags is not trivial. The specific verbiage used to
designate section tags in free-text clinical documents may vary significantly. While a
“history of present illness” tag may be present in some form in most initial write-ups of a
patient, a clinician may designate this heading by using one of many different acronyms,
abbreviations, or synonyms (e.g., “HPI”, “history”, “history of current illness”). In
addition, a given heading may be absent from the document altogether – which may
mean that either the reader (and SecTag) must infer the presence of the omitted heading
when the corresponding section content is present but unlabeled, or deduce that the
section is missing entirely from the document when neither tag nor corresponding content
is present. Medical language-processing applications must understand synonymy and the
relationships among tags and related content to support inferences regarding the concepts
contained within a section.

Providing formal, standardized section tags for unstructured clinical documents offers a
number of potential benefits. Section tagging can facilitate applications such as clinical
advisors (does the patient have a history of heart failure?)10, 11, automatic problem list
generators12, systems to support medical education (has a trainee evaluated a patient with
pneumonia or ever reported hearing a diastolic murmur?), and potentially aid in
construction of structured documentation tools.13-15 Recent research reports describe use
of section identification techniques to generate problem lists12, extract chief complaints16,
and to answer broader, more generic medical language processing tasks17. The current
project is one of the first to create a comprehensive terminology for H&P section headers,
and it has completed one of the first formal evaluations of a section tagger.
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CHAPTER II

BACKGROUND

A Brief History of Clinical Documentation
Clinical documents comprise the record of care providers’ encounters with patients.
Modern clinical documentation originated in part with Hippocrates (460-370 BC), when
he directed physicians of the time to observe and record their findings in a clear and
objective manner. He recommended making careful observations of physical exam
components such as pulse, fever, movement, and complexion.18 He also directed doctors
to inquire about a patient’s environment (a component of a patient’s social history) and
family medical history. Others, such as Herophilus (280BC) and Vesalius (1514-1564 –
considered the father of modern anatomical studies), contributed significantly to the
understanding of functional systems as components of patient evaluations. Herophilus
separated neurologic function and evaluation into sensory and motor components19, while
Vesalius dispelled prior beliefs about the roles of such major organs as of the liver and
the heart and provided detailed anatomical drawings in his De humani corporis fabrica
that served as a framework for anatomical- and system- based physical evaluations.20 Sir
Thomas Sydenham (1624-1689) has been called the “father of English medicine” and
“the first true epidemiologist.”21, 22 He was a keen observer and maintained meticulous
notes on his patients’ findings and illnesses in order to identify causes and prognosis.22, 23
After creating the monaural stethoscope, René Laennec (1781-1826) advanced the
physical exam of the pulmonary and cardiac systems, including defining such terms as
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rales, rhonchi, egophony, and the two basic heart sounds (“S1” and “S2”, though he
misclassified them as atrial and ventricular systole).24, 25 More recently, Sir William
Osler (1849-1919) shaped the training in patient evaluation that current medical students
and residents receive. He advocated the importance of the physician’s interview,
suggesting that “if you listen carefully to the patient, they will tell you the diagnosis.”26
Many others have contributed to this time-honored skill of physicians documenting
history and physical examination notes as a component of overall patient evaluation.

Review of textbooks from the last seven decades shows that many of the same common
sections headers – such as history of present illness, physical exam, vital signs, and
neurological exam – have persisted relatively unchanged in clinical notes over many
decades.27-34 A “Physical Diagnosis” class is common in medical school, which teaches
the elements of the patient interview and physical examination, and how to document the
findings in a clinical narrative.35-41 Evaluation of a student’s writing and critical
assessment skills, via the H&P, is a major component of the clinical instruction of
medical trainees. Clinical note generation varies by the setting and patient characteristics.
Inpatient visits can generate admission H&Ps, daily progress notes, procedure notes,
consultant encounters, and discharge summaries.

The H&P is arguably the most developed form of clinical note, including a number of
different common sections and a loose hierarchical organization thereof that have been in
use for decades (if not centuries), as shown in Table 1.27-34 This common organization is
echoed in many structured note capture tools.13-15, 42, 43 Many of these sections (e.g.,
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“physical exam”) commonly have subdivisions (e.g., “pulmonary exam”). The
organizations of the subdivisions can be based on functional system or anatomical
relation. For instance, “jugular venous pulse exam” (a technique that in part estimates the
heart’s right atrial pressure by visualizing the venous pulsation of the internal jugular
vein) can either belong to the “neck physical exam” (an anatomical organization) or
occur as part of the “cardiovascular physical exam” (a functional organization).34
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Table 1: Common Clinical Sections in H&Ps.

Section Title
Chief complaint

Subdivisions
No

History of present
illness

No

Past Medical
History

Sometimes

Personal/Social
History
Health
Maintenance
Allergies and
adverse reactions
Review of Systems

Common

Physical
Examination

Yes

Sometimes
No
Yes

Laboratory data
Sometimes
and imaging results
Problem list
No
Assessment and
plan

Depending on
complexity

Attestations

Sometimes

Team Members

Sometimes

Comments
The reason for the encounter, usually as stated by
the patient.
A brief history of the illness or complaints
bringing the patient to medical attention. Can
contain elements of a number of different sections
(such as relevant past medical history or review of
systems), but is not necessarily organized by
subsections.
Includes a record of the patient’s past diseases,
surgeries, hospitalizations, blood transfusions, and
more. Sometimes these are divided into
subsections.
Often includes work and family environment and
substance use.
Can contain common immunizations, screening
tests results, and markers of disease progress.
Contains medication, product, and food allergies;
rarely, these could be subsections.
A survey of common symptoms that may or may
not pertain to the chief complaint.
Common subsections include vital signs and a
broad range of system-based (e.g., cardiovascular,
musculoskeletal) and anatomical-based (e.g.,
abdominal, oropharynx) exams.
Subsections can include certain categories of
individual tests.
A list of active and prior health concerns of the
patient.
The provider’s assessment of the patient’s
complaints, signs, and symptoms, and
recommended plan for medication treatment or
workup to further define the diagnosis.
At a teaching hospital, can vary from a simple
acknowledgement of attending physician review of
a given document to a short synopsis of the
patient’s medical history, assessment, and plan.
At a teaching hospital, often includes the service
name, attending physician, and any housestaff
physicians.
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Roles Played by Clinical Documents
Although the structure of clinical documents has remained largely unchanged in recent
history, the role of clinical notes, such as H&Ps, has evolved over the centuries. From
the time of Hippocrates to Osler, clinical notes primarily served to remind their clinicianauthor of the clinician’s own findings from taking the patient’s medical history and the
clinician’s own care plan, and were usually privately held and maintained by a single
individual clinician. These notes on rare occasions provided communication to a small
number of other physicians. Today, clinical documents serve as a tool for coordinating a
care plan among members of a large patient care team, including physicians, nurses, and
other allied health professionals (speech pathologists, pharmacists, social service
workers, and others).44 Review of clinical documentation is often a requirement for
billing. The United States Evaluation and Management Coding (“E/M Coding”) system
determines the level of reimbursement a physician can receive based on the clinical
complexity of the case and the extent of documentation.45 The latter characteristics are
determined by counting the number of clinical sections and subsections in the note. For
physicians to bill at a certain level, they must include an appropriate number of clinical
note sections, such as a history of present illness or review of systems (itself including a
given number of subsections, such as “cardiovascular” or “gastrointestinal”).45 Clinical
documentation also serves as the legal record of what is known about the patient and
what the plan of care is for the patient. Finally, clinical documents serve as data for both
case reports and large-scale clinical research. For example, the well-known Harvard
Medical Practice study46, 47, along with others48, 49, reviewed medical records to estimate
the number of hospital deaths.
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Methods for Generating Clinical Documents
As the roles of notes have expanded and with the growth of electronic medical records
(EMRs), new methods for generating clinical notes, such as H&Ps, have expanded. In
Osler’s time, clinical notes were short, poorly-structured, hand-written documents. The
amount of documentation expanded with requirements for conveying information about
the patient to multiple interested parties, with documentation requirements for billing45
and with the need to serve as the legal record of care.50 To generate voluminous
documentation efficiently, dictation became a commonly used method for note creation
in recent decades.51, 52 Within the past decade, due to the rising cost of transcribing
dictated notes, many physicians began using voice recognition systems to replace
dictation and transcription.53, 54 With the advent of EMRs, investigators have developed a
number of approaches for direct, physician-generated electronic clinical note capture.
Despite much effort to produce structured electronic notes13-15, 42, 43, most of these
systems still produce notes in a free-text format, often dictated or typed using looselydefined memorized categories or user-defined templates.14 A few have designed systems
that capture structured data; however, these systems remain less common.13, 15

Computer-based documentation tools provide a method to capture and store records of
patient-provider interaction, allowing the use of tools to potentially improve the quality
of documentation by prompting the user for certain information, provide data for clinical
research, and serve as a substrate for decision support systems. To be useful, the clinical
note data must be structured in a format that is computable. Since most note capture
tools, however, still record notes in human-language text, many systems must rely on
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natural language processing systems to produce structured data for use in computer-based
tools.55-59

Natural Language Processing and Concept Identification
The converse of capturing a clinical note in a structured format is to allow clinicians to
generate notes in traditional “free text” natural language format, and to then, post-facto,
apply natural language processing (NLP) systems that contain algorithms to convert
human language narratives into machine-readable, coded data.

Some investigators divide NLP into two tasks: “natural language understanding”, which
is the process of converting the human-generated text into computer data, and “natural
language generation”, which produces human readable text from structured computer
data.60 When used generically, NLP typically refers to the natural language understanding
tasks.16, 17, 55, 57, 61, 62

Producing a computer-understandable output from a natural language source is a
challenging and complex task. The complexity can be divided by syntactic and semantic
axes as shown in Table 2 (adapted from Wulfman et al.).63 Semantic complexity refers to
the breadth of concepts covered and the depth of understanding required for the tool to
function. Syntactic, or linguistic, complexity refers the degree of “humanness” of the
source note: the diversity of sentence structures, words, negation formats, and general
organizations (i.e., paragraphs, outline lists, section headers, etc.) used. Tools are needed
for each task, and tools addressing more complex problems can build on simpler ones.63
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For example, a tool to automatically create problem lists (a high syntactic and semantic
complexity task) would benefit from a clinical note section tagger (a high semantic
complexity but lower syntactic complexity). An early step in NLP systems is often
concept identification, whereby a system maps strings to concepts from standardized
terminologies such as the UMLS. The NLP approaches also often include components of
deeper understanding, such as interpreting certainty of a concept’s presence (is it
possible, present, or negated?), temporal reasoning, or assigning value attributes to a
concept (e.g., the dose and route of a medication).
Table 2: Syntactic and Semantic Complexity of Some Natural Language Processing Tasks

•

Semantic
Complexity of
Interpretation

•
Low

•

High

•

Syntactic Complexity of Source
Low
High
Form recognition with
• Most text classification
limited options
exercises
Extracting single entities
• Classifying clinical notes
(e.g., code status64) from
into major categories or
clinical notes via string
quality65
searching
• Identifying drug-drug
interactions from notes or
abstracts66
1
Interpreting ECGs ,
• Full understanding of
clinical notes
echocardiograms, or
67
radiology reports
• Identifying Adverse
Identifying section headers
Events from notes56
from notes
• Generating problem lists
by screening clinical
notes55

Beginning with the Sager’s Linguistic String Project (LSP) of the 1960s59, many research
groups have furthered the ability of clinical natural language processing applications to
generate “computable understandable and processable” renderings of clinical narratives.
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The LSP created lexical and syntactic methods for processing text, and added
sublanguage grammars that were tuned for a given specialty (such as a chest x-ray report
or anatomic pathology report). A study of LSP in 1994 evaluated its recall and precision
to identify key treatment concepts from asthma discharge summaries. The LSP
researchers found an overall recall of 82.5% and overall precision of 82.1%; on major
concepts, the recall and precision improved to 92.5% and 98.6%, respectively.59

To aid common understanding of documents, many researchers have developed systems
for identifying concepts within clinical and biomedical texts (mapping “mad-cow
disease” and “bovine spongiform encephalopathy” to the same concept with a unique
identifier). Among many efforts, Cooper and Miller developed and applied three
methods to identify concepts from MEDLINE.68 The NLP systems MetaMap69,
SAPHIRE70, KMCI4, 5, a system developed by Nadkarni et al71, and IndexFinder72 each
have taken unique approaches, using a variety of linguistic tools, to identify UMLS
concepts from within text.

The MetaMap system developed by Aronson and colleagues at the National Library of
Medicine uses a robust scored-based algorithm, statistical parsing, variant generation, and
semantic rules to identify biomedical concepts and has been applied successfully to many
document types, including clinical text55, MEDLINE73, and patient email messages74. By
itself, MetaMap does not provide natural language processing components such as
negation detection (e.g., “she denies chest pain”), syntactic transformations (such as
identifying both “arm pain” and “leg pain” from “pain in arm and leg”), or context
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information (e.g., distinguishing between family medical history and personal history of a
disease). Chapman et al. extended MetaMap with a regular expression-based negation
detection scheme termed NegEx.75 The KMCI system provides variant generation and
semantic rules similar to MetaMap but adds document-based and proximity-based
scoring techniques to classify ambiguous concepts.4 The KMCI normalization engine
uses UMLS components but incorporates an expanded lexicon and lists of prefixes and
suffixes. It uses some natural language processing techniques for acronym discovery and
semantic phrase regularization of conjunctions (e.g., “pain in arm and leg” maps to the
concepts “arm pain” and “leg pain”). Recently, the author and colleagues extended KMCI
with negation tagging based on the NegEx algorithm with recall of 0.973 and precision of
0.982 on electrocardiograms.1 Elkin et al. has developed the Mayo Vocabulary Processor
which identifies SNOMED-CT concepts and detects negated concepts.76, 77

Many authors have built on concept recognition systems concept recognition to yield
greater understanding of natural language text. Using MetaMap, Sneiderman, Rindflesch,
and Aronson developed the FINDX program to identify medical findings in text.78 The
SemRep program uses MetaMap combined with natural language processing techniques
to identify propositions within medical text.79 The latter system relies heavily on the
logic of the UMLS Semantic Network and the semantic type of concepts (as defined in
the UMLS). Fiszman et al. extended SemRep to find hypernymic propositions, the more
general proposition in a sentence suggesting two relationships.62
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However, each of the above systems indexes at a sentence or noun-phrase level and does
not explicitly segment documents by section; thus, they do not distinguish between
“congestive heart failure” encountered in the family medical history, past medical
history, or the assessment sections in a clinical note.

Through the 1990s and 2000s, Carol Friedman and colleagues at Columbia University
developed the Medical Language Extraction and Encoding (MedLEE) system, arguably
the best and most highly regarded clinical NLP system at present. MedLEE processes
notes through five steps: a document preprocessor, text parsing, error recovery from bad
parses, phrase regularization, and concept encoding.57 The document preprocessor
segments a document into sections (e.g., “history of present illness”), sentences, and
concepts. Sections are labeled by type according to a limited vocabulary and applied to
all concepts found within. MedLEE is a natural language processing system that now
supports many clinical document types including discharge summaries56, 57, radiograph
reports67, mammograms58, and pathology reports80, among others. More recently,
extensions to extract phenotype-genotype associations (BioMedLEE) from biomedical
literature found similar performance to experts.81 Melton and Hripscak evaluated use of
MEDLEE for adverse event reporting based on NLP of patients’ discharge summaries.
combined with a series of adverse event rules.56 Heinze et al.17 and Hazlehurst et al.82
have reported on similar NLP systems; the former involved some degree of string-based
section tagging.
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Efforts Focusing on Automated Clinical Text Classification
Text classification is the process of automatically assigning categories (or labels) to
documents or blocks of text within a document.65 In general, text classification systems
do not attempt to “understand” a document (as an NLP system would) but rather
“classify” it as a whole. This reduction simplifies a semantically complex task into a
much simpler one by using statistical or machine learning techniques operating on a
syntactically complex substrate such as a clinical note. Section header identification is a
process of assigning labels to small blocks of text within a document. Most research,
however, in text categorization has focused on assigning an entire document to one or
more categories65, 66, 83-91, although some investigators have also developed systems for
classifying text by paragraphs or sentences (e.g., a textbook index which would
categorize paragraphs or sentences of text as belong to different topics).92 One wellknown example of whole-document classification is MEDLINE, which is manually
classified according to the MeSH terminology.93

Many authors have applied machine learning methods, such as support vector machines
(SVMs) or naïve Bayes techniques, to organize text by different classification scheme.65,
66, 83, 86, 87, 94-96

Binary classification tasks label text according to two categories, such as

“fracture” vs. “no-fracture” or “interesting” vs. “not interesting”. Aphinyanaphongs et al.
applied SVMs to find high-quality Medline articles.65 In that study, SVMs performed
significantly better than did text-based clinical queries, naïve Bayes algorithms, and textboosting algorithms. In another binary classification experiment, de Bruijn et al. found
that SVMs better identified acute fractures from wrist radiograph reports than three
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information retrieval techniques and several other machines learning methods.83 That
system had an accuracy of 94%; however, other machine learning methods, including
neural networks and naïve Bayes, also performed well with accuracies of 85-88%.83
Other investigators have used decision trees97, linear least squares96, and maximum
entropy models98 with success for binary classification tasks. In addition, the computer
science literature is replete with examples of machine learning techniques to classify
email as “spam” or important. Investigators have effectively ignored “spam” email using
naïve Bayes85, 87, 89, support vector machines (SVMs)84, 86, 94, and Boolean information
theoretic approaches91, among other techniques.

Multiclass classification, such as the current task of section classification, involves
predicting among many categories, and is computationally more complex.99 Pakhomov et
al. implemented a naïve Bayesian classifier to assign diagnostic codes based on clinical
notes.95 Among 35,676 possible diagnostic codes, the system achieved a recall and
precision of greater than 98%. Lee et al. implemented a naïve Bayes classifier to predict
the section topics for 15,000 OMIM articles among 25 different categories.100 Naïve
Bayes models have also been used to predict syndromes.101 Cheng et al. found a naïve
Bayes model boosted with chi-square feature selection methods superior to SVMs using
alignment only for predicting protein subfamilies.102 Using informational retrieval
techniques, the author and colleagues achieved sensitivities of 0.78-1.00 and specificities
of 0.85-0.96 identifying four broad topics from medical education documents using
UMLS hierarchies on the topic of interest.3
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The above methods focused on classifying an entire document into categories; section
identification involves classifying segments of the document into one of many classes.
Relevant to this work, Berrios et al. created tools to index textbooks at the level of their
sentences or paragraphs.92, 103-106 The MYCIN II system allowed annotation of sentences
with concepts and different templates (e.g., “amoxicillin treats organism”) that effectively
classified the sentences of the document into different templates for latter queries.104 The
Internet-based Semi-automated Indexing of Documents (ISAID) system used a UMLS
concept identifier to help automate this process by suggesting possible categories to the
user.92

Standardized Terminologies: Development Principles and Design Goals
Major stakeholders in US healthcare have long recognized that the lack of
interoperability between EMR systems is a major impediment to health care quality.44, 107
Development of common terminologies to represent and communicate health information
offers the potential to improve communication and share tools to improve healthcare
across different clinical applications and health care systems.108-111 Initial standardization
work for clinical applications focused on development of terminologies to support
administrative and billing functions such as the International Classifications for Diseases
(ICD), but has extended to support clinical domains, research, and natural language
processing through such efforts as the UMLS, SNOMED-CT, and RxNorm.76, 112-114

The principles of terminology development informed development of the section header
terminology for its data representation, specified goals, and organization. Terminologies
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consists of groups of strings (words, phrases, or other characters), called terms, that are
often conceptually grouped by a common unique identifiers. Creators of terminologies
often prespecify the goals for the terminology and the processes by which new terms are
to be created, naming schema, and metadata to be included for each term. In Cimino’s
“Desiderata for Controlled Terminologies,” he argues that controlled vocabularies should
have unique, unambiguous concepts linked by hierarchical relationships (e.g., “right
ventricular myocardial infarction” as a child of “myocardial infarction”).115 He also
argued that terminology developers should reject catch-all “not elsewhere classified”
terms since these terms only have an ever-changing definition by exclusion of existing
terms. While each concept should be unambiguous, one must distinguish between
different contextual usages of the concept (“he had a myocardial infarction” versus “he
had a family history of myocardial infarction”) and semantic ambiguity, such as “cold” to
refer to an upper respiratory infection, a temperature, or a subjective feeling. Cimino
argued that controlled terminologies should support polyhierarchies, such that
“hepatorenal syndrome” can be a child of both “hepatic diseases” or “renal disease.”
SNOMED-CT supports multiple hierarchies; nearly 28% of its concepts have more than
one parent.116 Gene Ontology (GO) also supports polyhierarchy using a directed acyclic
graph structure.117

Cimino argues that the biggest criticism of any terminology is the completeness of its
content for its domain.115 To this end, terminologies should provide formal methods to
expand their content, instead of haphazard expansion. Chute suggested terminologies
should seek complete domain coverage and integrate with other terminologies when they
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are lack comprehensiveness.118 In the 1990s and 2001, the International Standards
Organization (ISO) specified that terminology developers should define their purpose,
integrate with existing terminologies, and quantify the terminology’s domain
coverage.119-121

Terminologies are grouped by their purpose. Reference terminologies support storage,
retrieval, and interoperability as “deep” internal representations.112, 122 Administrative
terminologies, such as ICD-9, can support communication to external agencies for
billing. Clinical interface terminologies are a systematic collection of terms to supports
entry of information into computer systems expecting structured data.112, 123 Often, they
are mapped to reference terminologies. The goal of an interface terminology is to
represent formal concepts with the colloquialisms of the terminology’s users and allow
users to construct concepts quickly. Thus, interface terminologies need broad
synonymy.112 Similarly, a provider would need an interface terminology for section
headers in constructing a note (to easily select the section headers or to recognize them
after the note was written) and computer systems would need an interface terminology
for section headers to store information by sections, share across systems, and infer
conclusions from notes.

The UMLS is an example of a terminology that functions as both an interface and a
reference terminology, supporting broad-scale synonymy, concept orientation, and
polyheirarchy.124 Instead of producing a new “standard” vocabulary, UMLS curators
assembled a variety of existing terminologies that have been linked by common
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identifiers.111 This aggregate terminology is named the UMLS Metathesaurus and
contains more than 100 component vocabularies. Terms in the Metathesaurus are
grouped into concepts by concept unique identifiers (CUIs). Each unique term (i.e.,
string) has a unique identifier (a SUI). Each concept (i.e., a CUI) is unique and
unambiguous. For instance, the string “cold” as a single SUI that links to multiple CUIs:
the upper respiratory virus, a sensation of feeling cold, and a temperature, among others.
Each string contains a variety of metadata, including the string type (a “preferred term”, a
“suppressible synonym”, etc), its source language, and other information. This
information is useful in natural language processing applications, for instance, as
“suppressible synonyms” are often ignored.4, 69 Each concept is assigned one or more of
135 different “semantic types” (e.g., “chronic obstructive lung disease” is a “Disease or
Syndrome”; “penicillin” is both an “Antibiotic” and an “Organic Chemical”). The
UMLS maintains the hierarchical relationships inherited from its component
vocabularies, translating the structure of each into a common relationship format, such as
parent-child. To support natural language processing tools, the UMLS contains the
SPECIALIST lexicon, a collection of core biomedical terms with their part of speech,
inflectional forms, common acronyms and abbreviations. The Semantic Network, the
third major component of the UMLS, contains relationships between the conceptual
semantic types, such as “Pharmacologic Substance – treats – Disease or Syndrome.” It
also contains a hierarchy relating the semantic types (e.g., an “Antibiotic” IS-A
“Pharmacological Substance”).
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Terminologies Useful for Section Tagging
Currently available structured terminologies were not designed to represent the hierarchy
or vast synonymy of H&P sections in clinical notes. Despite the growth of the UMLS,
review of the expressed design goals of its component terminologies reveals that none of
them were purposefully designed to represent for clinical note section headings.125 For
example, in the UMLS, the review of systems or physical exam subsection “Head, Ears,
Eyes, Nose and Throat” exists as concept C1512338. The concept includes a synonym
“HEENT” but no clinical section header children or parent concepts. Similarly, while
many individual sections headers (such as “review of systems” or “physical exam”) exist
in the UMLS, the source hierarchies do not contain robust, organized set of subsections.
A notable exception may be the Logical Observation Identifiers Names and Codes
(LOINC), which was designed “to facilitate the exchange and pooling of results” by
providing “universal identifiers for laboratory and other clinical observations.”126 LOINC
has grown to include the major section headings of history and physical, discharge
summary, and operative note reports.126 While LOINC provides a number of individual
sections and subsections for each of these note types, it does not provide synonymy (that
“history present illness” and “HPI” indicate the same concept) or a detailed, multi-level
hierarchy (e.g., that a “HEENT” exam contains an eye exam which can contain a more
detailed level of exam including a fundoscopic exam, a scleral exam, a slit lamp exam,
and more).

Among its many other components, the LOINC document section header terminology
includes 310 canonical terms; 186 of these are unique. It formally represents one degree
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of hierarchy in a using a “component name” and a “system” specifier (e.g.,
component=“Physical findings”, system=“genitalia”). A third level is informally
represented for a few concepts using period notation (e.g., “physical findings.shoulder
shrug” with system “shoulder.bilateral”). In general, LOINC does not include concepts
synonyms (or contains very few synonyms for some concepts), although one can find
some synonyms by using LOINC’s integration with other vocabularies in the UMLS.
LOINC also includes other attributes about each concept, such as method of formulation
(reported or observed), properties, and times over which they can be measured (most
H&P findings have “point” time values, meaning they occur at a particular time).

The Quick Medical Reference (QMR)® Knowledge Base is another source of section
header names and findings. QMR was the result of 35 person-years of development
effort to build an evidence-based diagnostic support engine. It organizes more than 4,000
common clinical findings into a multilevel hierarchy of 525 elements (the “findings
hierarchy”); it contains many headers recognizable as H&P section headers, such as
“Review of Systems” or “Family History.”127-129 Since QMR’s hierarchy is based on the
clinical findings used to construct the QMR KnowledgBase, its organization is limited to
the findings in its vocabulary instead of clinical practice. However, QMR includes
elements from the patient’s history, past diagnoses, physical exam findings, and
laboratory, imaging, and pathology results; its breadth approximates the majority of
common clinical practice. More than half of its hierarchy represents laboratory, imaging,
or pathology tests; 173 represent a hierarchy of common physical examination or patient
history elements. A complete list of the QMR hierarchy is available in Appendix A.
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Many of these 173 headers represent common elements one would expect to find labeled
in a history and physical, such as “Vital Signs” or “Cardiovascular Exam.” Some of
QMR’s headers are disease- or symptom- based, such as “Pain Back” (which groups
types of back pain), rather than representing an H&P section header; these items are not
appropriate as a clinical document section headers.

LOINC and QMR have both been well studied127-134, but not as interface terminologies
for identifying and manipulating sections of clinical notes. LOINC has enjoyed
widespread adoption as a reference terminology for laboratory and imaging reporting.135
However, since both are reference terminologies, the utility of their document section
header hierarchies as interface terminologies for clinician to use in daily practice may be
limited. Neither, for example, represents many, if any, synonyms for its section concepts,
making application to clinical text difficult given that “free text” in clinical documents
contains frequent use of ad hoc abbreviations, acronyms, and synonyms. The concept
string construction of QMR and LOINC, while exacting and appropriate for a reference
terminology, is often awkward for a user; a user is not likely to use the header “Review of
Diseases of Congenital or Inherited Nature History” (QMR) or “Physical
findings.sensation” (LOINC) in their note.

Other vocabularies, such as SNOMED-CT or Medical Subject Headings (MeSH), contain
section headers but the have incomplete coverage and their organization is incomplete.
For example, children of the concept “physical examination” in MeSH include a number
of generic methods of examination such as “auscultation” and “palpation” (which
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includes only the child “digital rectal examination,” a tenuous child concept at best)
combined with a only a few functional sections (“neurological examination” and “muscle
strength”) but no anatomical groupings.136 SNOMED-CT, for instance, includes a
number of concepts relating to “cardiovascular exam” such as “cardiovascular
examination and evaluation,” “full CVS examination,” and “brief examination of
cardiovascular system,” but not any clinical subsections such as “cardiac auscultation” or
“jugular venous pulse assessment.”136, 137

The HL7 Clinical Documentation Architecture
Recognizing the need for a common representation for these clinical documents, such as
H&Ps, the Health Language 7 (HL7) effort has created the Clinical Document
Architecture (CDA). The CDA provides a common structure (i.e., an “empty shell” with
rules for how elements may be added, but which does not specify any content) and
semantics for human-readable clinical documentation that promotes machine-readability
and interoperability across multiple platforms and institutions. This common structure
defines a method to represent clinical narratives, clinical section headers (e.g., “physical
exam”) and their subsections (“cardiovascular exam”), and detailed, computerunderstandable interpretation of the clinical narrative (i.e., the output of an NLP system).
The CDA defines common methods for representing these section headers and detailed
computer output using standard terminologies as LOINC and SNOMED CT. The first
version (Release 1) was unveiled in 2000 and was the first specification derived from the
HL7 reference information model (RIM)138; Release 2 became public in 2005.139 Both
are American National Standards Institute (ANSI) approved. The CDA has found
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widespread acceptance for application in electronic environments worldwide140-142 and in
the United States139, 143, 144. Both CDA releases138, 139 utilize HL7 version 3145 and are
represented using eXtensible Markup Lanugage (XML).

Figure 1 shows a hypothetical parsed document fragment. The structured document is
contained within the “structuredBody” element, which contains the original narrative text
(as text elements) subdivided into multiple section elements (e.g., “chief complaint”,
“review of systems”). Each identified section contains the code identifying the section
name, the codeSystemName (typically this would be LOINC for sections), and the
codeSystem, a numerical code to identify the terminology and version. Sections can be
nested, so that one can specify the “cardiovascular exam” of the “physical exam.” The
nested section organization provides the context for the elements and concepts defined in
the narrative block. The section title element is the author-label for the section. The
section “text” element contains the author-derived narrative block for the section as
originally written, though optionally, XML references to identified concepts can be
inserted into the text. The final element, “entry,” contains identified concepts and
attributes from the text block, potentially the output of a concept identifier or natural
language processing tool. The entry element defines specifications for concept
representation, relationships between concepts (e.g., observation1-CAUS-observation2),
the time of an event (“cholecystectomy in 1980”), and the value of a concept
(“temperature is 98.6F”). All elements except for the narrative text are optional.138
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Original Narrative:
CDA Representation:
Chief Complaint:
<ClinicalDocument>
shortness of breath
…CDA Header…
History of Present Illness:
<structuredBody>
Mrs. Smith is a 31yowm
<section>
with CHF (EF 20%),
<code code="10154-3" codeSystem=""
COPD, and LAM who
codeSystemName="LOINC"></code>
presents with acute onset
<title>Chief complaint</title>
dyspnea while…
<text>shortness of breath</text>
<entry>[coded observations and attributes of the original text]
</entry>
</section>
<section>
<code code="10164-2" codeSystem=""
codeSystemName="LOINC"></code>
<title>HPI</title>
<text>Mrs. Smith is a 31yowm with CHF (EF 20%), COPD,
and LAM who presents with acute onset dyspnea while…
</text>
<entry>…</entry>
</section>
</structuredBody>
<ClinicalDocument>
Figure 1: CDA release 2 encoding of a clinical note fragment.

Algorithms for Detecting Clinical Document Sections
Few researchers have formally studied algorithms for automated identification of sections
within clinical documents. Meystre and Haug created a natural language processing
system to generate problem lists from clinical documentation.12, 55 The first step involved
a document parser that identified sections within clinical documents Their parser used
string-matching techniques to recognize specific strings in documents as identifying
section headers. Strings between 3 and 52 characters long preceded by a blank line or
ending with a colon or newline character, depending on the document title, were matched
against a list of candidate section headers. Their system categorized all text from the
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beginning of one section header to the start of the next recognized section header as
belonging to the first section header.146 The system terminology mapped 539 titles to 20
canonical section names but did not contain a hierarchy of these section concepts. The
terminology was mapped to LOINC identifiers, where possible. Many strings were
“nonsection” strings, such as “and throat” or “at”; these strings did not match sections but
were ignored when they are encountered to improve the algorithm’s specificity. The
system developed by Meystre and Haug also ignored subsections, such as “cardiovascular
exam” of a “physical exam” section.

Other groups have also used string-matching techniques to identify section tags, such as
the medical language processing tools MedLEE.57, 61 MedLEE’s document preprocessor
uses string matching to recognize some major section headers, such as discharge
diagnoses, history of present illness, or hospital course, and applies the recognized label
to the adjacent block of text. The MEDLEE system also encodes section-type
information on a sentence level, using syntactic and semantic information to parse
phrases such as “status post heart transplant” to understand that the heart transplant was a
past event. Lifecode17 and MediClass82 also recognize conceptual context by parsing
sentences, though it is not clear that they identify section headers in documents to tag
blocks of text.

Finally, few groups have reported algorithms designed to identify section headers that
were not explicitly tagged in the clinical document of interest by the author as the author
generated the document. For example, an “implicit” tag is present in the text, “mother has
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a history of coronary disease” (i.e., implicit tag is “mother’s medical history” as part of
“family medical history”). Similarly, few attempts have been made to disambiguate
explicit or implicit section tags based on expected order of appearance of sections within
a document – e.g., determining that the paragraph following the “chief complaint” is
likely the “history of present illness,” even if the author did not include a label “History
of Present Illness” there.

Summary
Clinical documentation has evolved as the core way of communicating a patient’s
changing medical history, key findings as they unfold over time, and varying plans for
diagnosis and treatment. Providers typically write clinical narratives using natural
language text but follow a common format that divides the text into sections and
subsections, which provide context and understanding to the concepts contained within
them. While much work has been done in natural language processing and text
categorization, the process of section header identification and section header
terminology development for clinical documents has not been formally evaluated.
Existing systems map the most common sections using simple string-matching
techniques of labeled sections in documents. Existing terminologies lack domain
completeness and synonymy to allow efficient, detailed parsing of sections from clinical
notes. No current section parsing algorithms were designed to identify sections that have
not been labeled by the author.
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CHAPTER III

DEVELOPMENT OF THE SECTION HEADER TERMINOLOGY AND RELATED
SECTION TAGGER DESIGN

Overview
As a first step to constructing a section header tagging application, the author developed a
section header terminology to serve as both an interface and reference terminology,
attempting to model all clinically-relevant section tags in H&P documents. Initial
terminology construction involved manual review of a large number of past and current
physical diagnosis textbooks, examination of existing H&P “templates” used by a variety
of clinical subspecialty groups, and direct manual review of a large sample of H&Ps.
The H&Ps were selected randomly from the institutional electronic medical record
system. Those H&P documents were not used in the evaluation of the system described
in Chapter IV. The resulting clinical document section header terminology contained
1109 concepts with 4,332 terms.

The second stage of terminology system development created the SecTag application,
which identifies sections tags from natural language text using the terminology developed
in the initial step. The tagger identifies both those labels specifically appearing in the
document as section headers, and the tagger deduces the presence of implicit section
headers (i.e., those not labeled by the author – for example, “40 pack-year history of
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smoking” implies presence of a “tobacco use history” section header, even if it is not
preceded by the overt section tag “Tobacco use history:”). The SectionTagger can
function as either a standalone application or a preprocessor for other applications, such
as the KnowledgeMap Concept Identifier (KMCI) or other natural language processing
system.

The evaluation of SecTag and the clinical document section header terminology is
described in Chapter IV. The evaluation focused on SecTag’s performance identifying
sections over a broad range of de-identified “history and physical” documents, focusing
on SecTag’s recall and precision on identified sections and the sensitivity for identifying
“major” sections, whether labeled or unlabeled, in target documents. This study was
approved by the Vanderbilt University Medical Center Institutional Review Board,
#070129.

H&P Corpus for Terminology and SecTag Development and Evaluation
To develop the section header terminology and provide a testing and training corpus of
documents, the author created a corpus of electronic H&P documents, divided into a
training set and an evaluation set. The training set was used for development of the
terminology and SecTag; it was also used to train the machine learning component of
SecTag. The evaluation set was not used until the evaluation (Chapter IV).

Figure 2 shows the steps whereby the author selected the random H&Ps. Since the type
of note was not identified in the EMR, an automated program randomly selected 25,000
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notes from the entire note set of EMR, restricting to those notes whose titles contained
“H&P”, “admission”, or “history.” This “candidate H&P set” represented a combination
of typed and dictated notes. These notes were de-identified of the 18 HIPAA safe harbor
provisions using DE-ID, a commercially-available scrubbing software, and other postprocessing refinements.147 DE-ID was originally developed for pathology reports but has
been expanded to other forms of clinical documentation. After optimization, an internal
analysis of 200 records found it removed 5378 out of 5472 (98.3%) identifiers, with an
aggregate error rate – which includes any potential error, including non-HIPAA items,
partial items and not inherently identifying items – of 1.7% (95% CI 1.4% to 2.1%).

The candidate H&P set contained 166 different note titles. The author filtered these notes
by title to identify more precisely all H&Ps by looking through randomly chosen
documents from the training set for each note title. In some cases, all documents with a
given title were categorized individually by author review. The goal was to exclude short
outpatient clinic notes, short attending attestations (primarily used for billing purposes),
and other non-history type documents (e.g., brief notes on a new admission or note
addendums). The resulting history and physical document set was randomly divided by
an automated program into an evaluation set (n=9567) and a training set (n=1200),
maintaining similar proportions of individual document titles.
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108 note
types

166 unique
note types

Manually
Identified
H&Ps

Clinical document
superset containing
some H&Ps
(25,000 random notes
extracted from EMR)

111 note
types

H&Ps
(n=10,767)

Training Set
(n=9567)

44 note
types
Evaluation set
(n=1200)

Figure 2: Shared Note Corpus Flow Chart
The Training Set was used for terminology construction and training and development of SecTag. The
Evaluation set was used only for the evaluation (Chapter IV).

Section Header Terminology Construction

Overview
As previously described, the author created a section header terminology to serve as both
an interface and reference terminology for the major section headers in H&Ps. The
terminology was created using concepts derived from LOINC, QMR, history and
physical exam textbooks, and review of H&Ps from the training set (Figure 2). The
terminology data model was based loosely on the organization of the UMLS, maintaining
a concept-oriented structure. Finally, the author created a medical word dictionary to
serve as input for the SecTag’s spelling correction algorithm.
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Section Header Terminology Creation
The goal of the newly developed section tagging terminology is to provide a list of
concepts and synonyms that can function as both a reference and interface terminology112
for clinical section headings and their subsections. The author defined a “section” as a
clinically meaningful grouping of symptoms, history, findings, results, or clinical
reasoning that is not based on a diagnostic concept. A valid clinical document section
(segment) header would include words that provide context for the encapsulated text but
whose words themselves do not add specific clinical information, such as a diagnosis or
symptom. For example, “back pain” is not a valid section tag because it is the name of a
symptom that may or may not originate in the back (e.g., a perinephric abscess and acute
pancreatitis can present with back pain), while the word “back” in the phrase “back: pain
on flexion” would indicate the anatomical region and would be a valid tag in that it could
give a location to the word “pain” it could contain. Similarly, a “past medical history” (a
valid section) of “back pain” provides context and timing to “back pain.” Removal of the
concept “past medical history” does not alter the presence or absence of any given
finding in the note. Using these understandings as a guide, the author sought to develop a
terminology to adequately represent H&Ps. This provides an initial step toward
representing clinical documentation sections on a broader scale, including clinic notes,
discharge summaries, and progress notes, which share many basic elements with history
and physical notes.

The QMR findings hierarchy and LOINC were key enabling reference vocabularies for
this project. Vanderbilt has been given permission by the University of Pittsburgh to use
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the QMR Knowledge Base for research purposes, and the QMR vocabulary per se (as
opposed to the knowledge base) has been declared to be in the public domain. The
author used the basic organizational structure of the QMR Findings Hierarchy for the
initial hierarchical structure of the new section terminology, keeping approximately 150
patient history and physical headers and 160 laboratory, imaging, and pathological
headers. The author then revised the hierarchy by incorporating all relevant LOINC
headers (approximately 155 unique strings), modifying the structure as appropriate. The
author expanded and revised the section hierarchy, concepts, and synonym lists based on
the review of several clinicians and general and subspecialty clinical textbooks from
across many decades.27-34 The author obtained and incorporated the list of section terms
created by Meystre and Haug.12 It contained 539 strings, many of which were mapped to
LOINC terms and to a common “concept name.” Combining these three elements
resulted in the first section header terminology draft.

To revise the terminology based on actual clinical notes, the author examined H&Ps and
H&P templates selected from sample EMRs from the training set. In the Vanderbilt
EMR, users can create H&Ps via several mechanisms: a template-based “notewriter,”
dictation (which may or may not be template-based, with variable templates), or handwritten notes (which are later scanned into the EMR; estimated at <5% of outpatient
encounters and virtually no inpatient H&Ps). Users can also type documents without a
template or upload documents written in Microsoft Word® into the EMR.
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First, the author searched through all active EMR notewriter H&P templates (n=82) for
strings that appeared to be section titles. The author processed these templates with
SecTag and marked all strings that were possible section titles for review. Focusing on
sensitivity, this list included any string containing at least one letter and less than 55
characters that matched any of the following:

•

Contains multiple capital letters anywhere in the sentence (including strings with
boundaries between uppercase and nonuppercase characters such as “OP clear” or
“TEMP 97”).

•

Ended in a colon, dash, or period. Strings ending in periods must start with a
capital letter at the beginning of the line.

•

Matched a concept in the terminology after phrase and sentence filtering (see
below).

This process resulted in 1045 candidate section strings; of these, the author added 301
new synonyms or concepts added to the evolving section header hierarchy. The author
also manually reviewed a number of subspecialty clinic notes to assure captured of very
detailed elements of the physical exam and past medical history that may pertain only to
certain subspecialties, such as neuro-ophthalmology or rheumatology.
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The third step was evaluation of the then-current section header terminology against the
training corpus of H&Ps extracted from the EMR (Figure 2). The author wrote a
program that processed the training set of documents using the same rules above to look
for possible section strings not currently in the terminology. This resulted in 10,138
additional unique strings. The author manually reviewed all tags with more than 20
occurrences in the document corpus, resulting in only 13 additions to the terminology.
Through manual review of several hundred other documents, additional terms were also
added.

The final terminology used for the study contained 1109 concepts and 4332 synonyms
with a maximum depth of 10 levels. Appendix B includes a partial list of concepts in the
terminology.

Data Representation Model
The section header terminology data-representation model supports conceptualorientation, polyheirarchy, links to external vocabularies, and support for concept and
term attributes. Each section concept is distinct and has a unique numerical “concept
identifier” (CID) and unique string name (the “concept name”) to which multiple strings
may be mapped through unique “string identifiers” (SID) in a many-to-many fashion,
much like the organization of the UMLS’s SUIs (for strings) and CUIs (for concepts)
identifiers. The unique concept name is composed without spaces. For example, the
concept “physical_examination,” whose CID is 545, is mapped to 34 strings, each with a
unique SID (see Table 3).
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Table 3: Partial List of String-Concept Mappings for the “physical_examination.”
CID
545
545
545

Concept Name
physical_examination
physical_examination
physical_examination

SID
4715
4256
928

545
545
545
545
545
545

physical_examination
physical_examination
physical_examination
physical_examination
physical_examination
physical_examination

1235
1521
1758
2099
2114
2331

545
545
545

physical_examination
physical_examination
physical_examination

2557
3117
3369

545
545
545

physical_examination
physical_examination
physical_examination

3459
3590
3873

String
physical examination
PE
physical examination as compared to
admission
external examination
physical exam compared admission
physical exam
physical exam as compared to admission
exam
My key findings of this patient's physical
exam are
admission physical exam
examination on discharge
examination on discharge compared to
admission
physical examination by organ systems
physical findings
examination

String
Type
PT
SS
PT

String
Source

Source
ID

LOINC
LOINC

11384-5
29545-1

PT
PT
PT
PT
PT
PT
PT
PT
PT
PT
PT
PT

CID = concept identifier. SID = string identifier. PT=preferred term (usually from either
a vocabulary input or a clinical note). SS = suppressible synonym.

Concepts are organized in a hierarchical structure with parent-child relationships. For
instance, a “shoulder exam” is a child of “musculoskeletal exam,” and “Family and
Social History” is composed of (via parent-child relationships) “Family Medical History”
and “Social History.” Some concepts can have multiple parents. Each concept with
multiple parents has a primary parent-child relationship and “alternate” relationship(s).
The nearest regional anatomic parent is preferentially chosen as the primary relation,
when multiple categorizations are possible. For example, “jugular_venous_pulse_exam”
is a child of both “neck_exam” and “cardiovascular_exam”; its primary parent is taken by
the above heuristic to be “neck_exam” since this is the closest anatomical “container”. In
other cases, the author assigned relationships according to categorizations in textbooks or
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the medical literature (Figure 3). Finally, if no teleological assignment could be made, the
author used the most typical parent concept as the primary relationship.

root
patient_history
review_of_systems

physical_exam

vitals_signs

blood_pressure

assessment_and_plan

objective_data

laboratory_and_radiological_data

cardiovascular_exam

head_and_neck_exam

cardiac_murmurs

neck_exam

jugular_venous_pulse_exam

HEENT_exam

ophthalmologic_exam

Figure 3: Partial diagram of the section terminology.

The red link from cardiovascular_exam to jugular_venous_pulse_exam is an “alternate”
parent-child relationship, while the primary parent is neck_exam.

To support interaction with other, potentially existing, applications, the section header
terminology data model retains source terminologies identifiers (such as LOINC IDs or
UMLS CUIs) so that one could restrict section matching to those concepts belonging to a
given external terminology or use external concept identifiers (e.g., LOINC IDs) instead
of the section terminology’s CIDs. Since a concept may reside in many vocabularies, the
author mapped section concepts to concepts from other terminologies in a many-to-many
fashion. Strings can also have a source vocabulary and identifier. Figure 4 represents the
database schema.
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Specifying certain attributes for each concept and string can improve section header
concept matching. String attributes include a string type (“concept name”, “preferred
term,” “suppressible synonym,” “normalized,” and “normalized without stop words”).
The latter two strings are generated strings to speed matching. The “concept name” is the
unique name of the concept in the terminology. Preferred terms are the bulk of string
names, including those from other vocabularies, and include many abbreviations.
Suppressible synonyms are strings that are sometimes found in documents but are
relatively nonspecific. Suppressible synonyms include single letter strings (e.g., “A” for
the concept “Assessment” or “T” for “Temperature”), common words that rarely
represent specific sections (e.g., “patient” for “patient name”, “time” and “date”), and
some abbreviations (e.g., “PT” for “prothrombin time,” which is often used to mean
“patient” in the context of a document).

Concepts have several attributes: a type, a data type, and a “next section” attribute.
Concept types can be either “atomic” or “composite.” Composite concepts represent
combinations of atomic concepts, such as “hematologic-lymphatic-oncologic.” Very
common primary groupings, such as “head, eyes, ears, nose, throat” are defined as
“atomic concepts.” The component concepts of composite concepts often overlap with
other composite concepts or may cross hierarchies of atomic concepts. The concept data
type can be “default/prose”, “short”, “date/time”, “title”, or “numeric.” This refers to the
type of information contained within the section. A “default/prose” section can be many
lines or paragraphs. Finally, the “next section” attribute is a rule that defines what
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section typically follows a short, date, or numeric section. For example, the “next
section” attribute for “chief compliant” is “History of Present Illness.”

Figure 4: Database Model for the Section Terminology.

Medical Word List Creation for Spelling Correction
To create a list of medical terms for automatic spelling correction, the author used the
strings from the UMLS Metathesaurus (2005AC version), KM Lexicon (which is based
on the SPECIALIST lexicon), the open source Medical Words project148, and words
extracted from the templates of a clinical documentation tool. From the Metathesaurus,
the author extracted all words from all English language strings, ignoring all strings that
were not designated as suppressible synonyms. Since Aspell, the project’s target spellchecker, does not allow words with non-alphabetical characters in them, the author
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excluded all words containing non-alphabetical characters. The author used a program to
extract all non-recognized words from a total of 3,285 clinical note templates,
representing pre-designed forms for physician documentation of outpatient encounters,
inpatient notes, and consultation notes as well as a number of ancillary services. Three
physicians reviewed all words in the templates that did not match a word from the
Metathesaurus or KM Lexicon and were less than 4 characters long to determine validity.
The resulting vocabulary contained a total of 366,613 words.

SecTag Development

Overview
The section tagging application, named SecTag, identifies concepts from the section
header terminology in natural language clinical documents. It is designed to identify
within clinical documents all document-labeled section headers and also to predict names
and placement of section headers that are not explicitly labeled in the document but
whose related content clearly appears in a given segment of the document. The SecTag
output is a structured, XML-tagged version of the original note with identified section
headers.

The SecTag algorithms process documents in five major steps (Figure 5): (a) identify
sentences and lists (e.g., “1. Congestive heart failure”); (b) identify all candidate sections
using lexical tools, spelling correction, and natural language processing techniques; (c)
calculate the Bayesian probabilities that each sentence belongs to any given section; (d)
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determine the most likely section for each sentence, using the “exactly matched” sections
to help disambiguate unclear sections; and (e) discard “bad” section matches. To develop
and iteratively improve the algorithm, the author used the training set from the shared
H&P note corpus. This corpus was also used to calculate the prior probabilities for the
Bayesian predictor.

Sentence
Identification

Extract section
candidates

“Natural Language”
Input Document

<chief_complaint>
<chief_complaint>
sob
sob
</chief_complaint>
</chief_complaint>
<history_present_illness>
<history_present_illness>
This is a 46 yo male…
This is a 46 yo male…
</history_present_illness>
</history_present_illness>
<past_medical_history>
<past_medical_history>

Calculate Bayesian
scored by sentence

Ignore “bad”
sections and
determine section
endings

Determine “best
matches” using
probabilities and
“exact matches”

Structured Output
Figure 5: Flow Chart of KnowledgeMap Section Tagger application major steps.

Preprocessing of Documents
Clinical notes, often hastily generated by providers, are often not well-formatted
documents, especially if typed directly by the provider or dictated without a template.
They may lack proper capitalization at the beginning of sentences, having extra newline
characters in the middle of a sentence, or have other types of formatting incongruences.
Even dictated notes, which tend to have more consistent formatting since they are
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transcribed by commercial firms specializing in medical transcription, may be wordwrapped with newline characters. For these reasons, SecTag first identifies sentences
before attempted to recognize section header tags. The algorithms that SecTag uses for
this task are based loosely on those employed in the KnowledgeMap concept identifier
(KMCI).4 In addition, the SecTag algorithm separates out individual list items (e.g., “1.
congestive heart failure… 2. hypertension”) identified by dashes or numerical
progressions. The document preprocessor also removes common headers and footers
inserted into documents, such as page numbers and some transcription-inserted
information in dictated notes (such as a transcriptionist’s initials and document code
numbers, transcription dates and times).

After completing sentence identification, SecTag next identifies groups of sentences that
appear to be part of a list. Each block of sentences beginning with ordinals are labeled
with a “list number” and the element of the list (in the above example, “CHF” and
“hypertension” would be labeled as different elements of list X). This information aids in
section identification: a group of sentences within a list element is likely to either belong
all to the same section or, possibly, a subsection of that section. For example, if list X
was preceded by “Assessment and Plan,” all items in the list are likely
“assessment_and_plan” elements or belong to a subsection of “assessment_and_plan,”
such as “cardiovascular_plan.”
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Identifying Candidate Sections and Subsections
After SecTag demarcates the sentences within a document, it then processes the
document, sentence by sentence, to find all possible section headers therein. First, the
algorithm attempts to identify any explicitly-labeled section tags in the document by
searching for strings that begin lines (sentences) and are less than 55 characters, consist
of only capital letters, or ends in a dash, colon, or period. To find section tags within in a
“sentence,” the algorithm looks for uppercase-nonuppercase word boundaries and
recursively processes strings embedded in sentences ending in colons or dashes (e.g.,
identifying “temperature” from “He is in no acute distress, Temp: 97F”). Only strings
matching terminology header entries are kept as possible tags. Only those lines that
SecTag matches in their entirety, and begin and end in a colon or dash, and which
directly match a terminology term or its synonym (and the match is not a “suppressible
synonym,” such as “patient” or “A”) are marked as “exact matches.” The matching
process is improved by SecTag normalizing all words. The normalization process uses
the KMCI normalization algorithm, which has as its base vocabulary an augmented
version of the UMLS’ SPECIALIST Lexicon. Like KMCI, the normalization algorithm
also utilizes a list of common prefixes and suffix-translation rules. SectionTagger
removes common “stop words” (such as prepositions, determinants, and pronouns), with
the exception of the letter “A” when not occurring as part of a sentence.

To further increase lexical sensitivity, the system employs three techniques, in sequence,
to match strings that do not directly match terminology entries:
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•

Derivational and semantic variant generation: Using tables and algorithms
originally developed for KMCI, SecTag generates derivational (e.g., “intestine”
 “intestinal”) and semantic (e.g., “lungs”  “pulmonary”) word variants for all
words not in the terminology. The algorithm also generates all possible form
variants using 156 suffix-based “form-rules,” which allow interconversion from
one lexical variant to another (such as “appendix” to “appendiceal”). This leads
to a list of “alternate forms” for each word in the possible tag.

•

Spelling correction: The author integrated the open-source spell checker Aspell
into SecTag.149 Aspell has widespread acceptance in the open-source
community, functions in many platforms, and achieves good performance in
medical spelling correction tasks.150, 151 The Aspell medical word dictionary used
for this project was derived from the UMLS, KnowledgeMap lexicon, and clinical
note templates (see above). SecTag applies Aspell to words not recognized by its
normalization routines. For words that appear misspelled, the Aspell’s top ten
suggested alternatives are added to the list of “alternate forms.”

•

Modifier extraction: SecTag removes certain modifiers, such as possessive
words, numbers (written as either a word or a number), anatomical references
(e.g., “right”, “superior”, “bilateral”), and other common words (e.g., “recent”,
“other”) if doing so allows a section header terminology match.
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After generation of all alternate forms, the SecTag creates the set union of all possible
candidate section tags and scores each candidate tag. Candidate sections tags receive a
point for each exactly-matched normalized word, 0.95 points for spelling-corrected words
and derivational forms, 0.9 for semantically-related forms, and 0.85 for variants
generated with form-rules. Candidate tags’ scores are penalized for extra words in target
phrases. Candidate terminology matches with scores greater than 80% of the maximum
possible score are kept as possible candidate tags for the document currently being
analyzed.

Noun phrase processing to identify unlabeled sections. Finally, SecTag employs some
natural language processing schemes to detect section tags within a sentence, such as “He
is here for a chief complaint of SOB.” Before normalization, SecTag identifies parts-ofspeech using the same rule-based library from Cogilex, Inc that KMCI uses.152 SecTag
looks for strings matching section headers in all noun phrases of sentence fragments and
sentences with linking verbs. During formative testing throughout the application’s
development, the author found that most section tags found in predicates of action verbs
were false positives identifications (e.g., “EKG” in the sentence “We will order an EKG”
is not a section header for EKG results). Thus, to favor specificity, SecTag does not
process predicates of action verbs for section tags. When identifying noun phrases, the
system considers numbers as parts of noun phrases but keeps numerical ranges (joined by
a dash or preposition) grouped together. Thus, SecTag finds “cranial nerve” from the
phrase “cranial nerve 2 through 12 were within normal limits” but finds “cranial nerve
11” from the phrase “cranial nerve 11 is intact.” The system also ignores noun phrases
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matching to suppressible synonyms (such as “patient” or “date” or single letters such as
“T”, which can mean “temperature”). After identification of candidate noun phrases,
SecTag employs the same normalization and variant generation techniques described
above if necessary.

Adding common ancestor concepts to possible section tags. If multiple matched tag
concepts exist for a given document entry after the above steps, SecTag looks to see if
there is a parent concept that can explain all of them. For example, for the sentence
“Mother and father both had heart disease,” the system would pull concepts
“mother_medical_history” and “father_medical_history” (among others, depending on
the location in the document). In this step, it would add “parent_medical_history” as the
closest common ancestor for both “mother_medical_history” and
“father_medical_history” (Figure 6). Since nearly all sections could be related by some
common ancestor, SecTag restricts possible common ancestors such that the cumulative
length of the path connecting the leaf nodes (through a common ancestor) is less than 4, a
distance chosen because it allows SecTag to span most common subtrees, such as related
physical exam elements, but it will not tie together elements across very different
subtrees, such as a medication list and physical exam components. Thus, in Figure 8,
“substance_use” is a common ancestor for “tobacco_use” and “ethanol_use,” but there is
no common ancestor for “tobacco_use” and “cardiovascular_review” since the
cumulative path length between “tobacco_use” and “cardiovascular_review” (through
“patient_history”) is 5.
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Both mother and father had coronary disease.
NP identification
and

mother

father

had

coronary disease

Get section candidates

mother_medical_history

father_medical_history
Get common ancestor

parent_medical_history

Figure 6: Extraction of Possible Section Candidates Using Noun-Phrase Processing and Common
Ancestors.
In this example, many possible section candidates for “mother” and “father” would be extracted and kept as
possibilities until disambiguation, along with the new section “parent_medical_history.”

Naïve Bayes Section Predictions
Overview. The SecTag application uses naïve Bayesian scores to predict unlabeled
section headers, disambiguate among possible section header candidates for a given
segment of text, and as a “figure of merit” score that is used to discard poor section
header matches. Bayesian scores for all section headers candidates are calculate for each
sentence in a document. The prior probabilities for the section headers presence and the
probability that a given word occurs in each section were calculated using the frequency
of occurrences of given words in each section in the training set.

Building word and section prior probabilities. Calculating the Bayesian prior
probabilities between document words and the section headers under which they
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commonly appear involves two successive applications of SecTag to the training set
documents. The first application of SecTag does not use frequency-based scoring
techniques or Bayesian prediction to disambiguate among vague, partially matched
candidate section tags or to predict section headers for unlabeled sections. During this
initial step, the system stores the “intra-document” location of each section in each
document and its frequency of appearance in that location. The “intra-document
location” is, roughly speaking, the decile segment of the document, taken from beginning
to end, in which the candidate matched tag occurs. Pragmatically, this is calculated using
the ordinal sentence number of the sentence containing the tag of interest divided by the
total number of sentences in the document, rounded to the nearest tenth (i.e., 0.1). It is a
number between 0 and 1. When processing each training set document, SecTag stores
location probabilities for a section for each sentence in the section, thus treating short
sections differently than long ones.

During SecTag’s second iteration processing the training set, it uses frequency and
location scoring information (but not Bayesian scores) to predict exact matches for
previously ambiguous tags and to help to ignore bad matches (i.e., to recognize that a
candidate tag that might match “history of present illness” but which appears at the end
of the H&P document is not likely to be that section header). Having completed this pass
of disambiguation for all training set documents, the system updates the frequency and
location information for all sections based on the newly disambiguated results.
SectionTagger also records data on relative patterns of section ordering (the proportion of
times that section X occurs before section Y) and records the frequency with which
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individual words (or their stems) appear in each section. When sections are nested (e.g., a
cardiac murmurs exam within a cardiovascular exam within a physical exam), the words
count for all sections to which they belong. To improve sensitivity, the words are first
normalized (e.g., changing “was” to “be”) and then stemmed using Porter stemming.153
In addition, SectionTagger aggregates certain types of strings by their type:

•

Roman numerals

•

Integers

•

Floating point numbers

•

Dates and times

•

Numbers written with a maximum range (e.g., “strength 3/5”, “III/VI systolic
murmur”, or “III out of VI”).

•

Weights (any number followed by a unit of weight)

•

Lengths (any number followed by a unit of length)

•

Single and double quotation marks. These are more likely to occur in specific
sections, such as the chief complaint or history of present illness.
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•

Presence of list elements (e.g., “1.”, “2.”, “I”, “II”) in the section, which are
identified by the document preprocessor.

The author reviewed the 60 most common words and then manually selected words to
ignore in Bayesian scoring (i.e., “stop words”). The latter was accomplished by looking
at each word’s individual section predictive value; for example, integers, the most
common entry, are highly predictive for the physical exam and laboratory data and thus
were retained as a meaningful word (i.e., not classified as a stop word) while “be” and
“has” were discarded as stop words since they were not usefully predictive of section
headers.

Word-based Bayesian prediction. When processing new documents, SecTag calculates
Bayesian probabilities for the sentence’s section tag sentence-by-sentence using the prior
probabilities calculated from the training set of H&Ps. The system uses a naïve Bayes
algorithm, assuming conditional independence, which markedly simplifies computational
complexity. Although this assumption is incorrect for clinical notes (the presence of one
word (e.g., “systolic”) influences the presence of words following it (e.g., “murmur”),
prior research has shown that this assumption does not significantly affect performance in
practice.154 The naïve Bayes algorithm is computationally tractable over many classes (in
this case, more than 1,000 different sections are possible). It is relatively easy to
implement, fast to calculate, and allows the potential for real-time updating as new
documents are processed.
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Bayes formula for probability of a section header being present in a document, given a set
of words from a candidate document segment (e.g., from a sentence), is:

P ( Sectioni | words ) =

P( Sectioni ) ⋅ P ( words | Sectioni )
P ( words )

where P(Section) is the probability that the given candidate document segment occurs in
documents at that location. Using the assumption of conditional independence (for naïve
Bayes) reduces calculation complexity to linear with respect to the vector words by
approximating of P(words|Section) and P(words) to yield the following:

P( Sectioni | words ) = P( Sectioni ) ⋅

words

P( word j | Sectioni )

j =1

P( word j )

∏

Since the probability of a word occurring in a given section P(wordj|Sectioni)/P(wordi) is
difficult to calculate for text copra, investigators often estimate it using the “m-estimate,”
where each word is assumed an equal prior probability (estimated by 1/|Vocabulary|) and
the size of the class (i.e., Sectioni) is estimated by the total number of words in all
instances of Sectioni.88, 155 Using the m-estimate yields the following:
words

P ( Sectioni | words ) = P ( Sectioni ) ⋅

∏
j =1

nj +1
nSectioni + | Vocabulary |

where nsectioni is the total number of words in the all occurrences of the section and nj is
the count of wordj in sectioni. This estimate has been used for classifying high quality
Medline articles,65 email classification (spam vs. not),90 and classifying news articles
based on interest.85 It is a good estimate for the task of whole-document classification
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(where the entire document belong to a single class), since the size of the document is
related to the prior probability of the document. However, since many section headers
occur within a document (thus the document correctly “belongs” to many “classes”), and
the boundaries of each section in the document are initially unknown to SecTag, the
system must make predictions on the subdocument level. The author designed SecTag to
calculate probabilities for each sentence in the document. Using the number of words in
the entire section corpus (nsection) overly biases toward small sections. Thus, the author
determined by experimentation that scaling nsection by taking its square root yielded the
best results. (This converts the probability into a score rather than a true probability,
since the value may exceed 1.)

Section-based Bayesian Prediction. Following calculation of the Bayesian score for each
sentence based on its words, SecTag then adjusts the probability of each section based on
the exact-matched sections (i.e., sections labeled in the document with all capital letters
or started a sentence and ended with a colon or a dash) that have occurred before it. For
example, if “history_present_illness” has already occurred as an exact-matched section,
the probability that a following section could be “chief_complaint” is diminished. This
calculation includes subsections as well; “vital_signs” will tend to follow
“physical_examination” but not “assessment_and_plan.” Combining this probability
with the Bayesian section-word score, the final calculation is:

m

words

nj +1

k =1

j =1

nSectioni

P ( Sectioni | words ) = P ( Sectioni ) ⋅ ∏ P ( Sectioni | priorSectionk ) ⋅ ∏
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where Sectionk represents the exact-matched sections preceding Sectioni.

Predicting sections. When processing a given document, the SecTag Bayesian calculation
ranks all 1,109 theoretically possible section headers. Only the four topmost-ranked
section headers are considered when attempting to predict a label for a given document
section. If no section is active (i.e., an identified and confirmed section that is potentially
applicable for the current sentence), SecTag will make the best-ranked section active if it
is much more likely than next-best section candidate. If there is an active section, the
system uses a number of rules to decide whether to keep the active section, add a child
section, or terminate the section (see below). Since all sections are ranked, the top
several matches are often related to each other via parent-child relationships. The author
found that the best-match child section of an active parent is often a valid match, even if
the parent section had a slightly better rank; this is partially due to counting words for
both the section and subsections when building the probability tables. Thus, if a child
concept of an active section is in the top 4 and the score differential is small, SecTag
marks the child concept as being present (the parent remains active as well such that the
sentence belongs to both the child and the parent section). An example of this is seen
with a sentence like “no murmurs, rubs, or gallops.” If this phrase appeared in a
document segment that SectionTagger determined should be labeled as
“physical_examination,” SectionTagger would add the label “cardiovascular_exam” to
encapsulate this phrase (because of its Bayesian score), in addition to retaining the
(parent) header “physical_examination.” For lists, if the list is enclosed within a section
with an identified header, only subsection headers for that particular header are
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considered. Otherwise, the system favors grouping all sentences of a list element within
the same tree of section concepts.

Disambiguation of Ambiguous Section Labels
Many sections strings can map to multiple different concepts; for example,
“cardiovascular” can refer to either “cardiovascular_exam,” “cardiovascular_plan,”
“cardiovascular_system_review,” “cardiovascular_hospital_course,” or
“cardiovascular_family_history.” SecTag uses several techniques to disambiguate these
possibilities. First, while extracting possible section tags, it keeps track of the “active”
sections at each level, and checks ambiguous tags with all currently “active” tags. Thus,
if the active section was “physical_examination” at tree level 2, “cardiovascular” would
be interpreted as “cardiovascular_exam” since it is a child concept in the tree of
“physical_examination,” and “cardiovascular_exam” would be added to the active
section list at level 3. If the next section encountered was labeled “abdominal”, the
system would first check to see if it was a child concept in the tree of
“cardiovascular_exam”, and then replace it with “abdominal_exam” since it is a child of
“physical_examination.” If the next section did not exist as a child concept of any of the
active sections in the list (e.g., “electrocardiogram”), SecTag terminates all active
sections headers at the sentence before the new section, and then would proceed to
disambiguate the possible candidate tags for the new section (in this case,
“electrocardiogram” is a unique section header).
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SecTag then processes the document using each identified tag in it, scanning for section
endings and determining if a section should be ignored. The system can be used with or
without naïve Bayesian probabilities. The individual word and section probabilities for
the Bayesian scoring methods were determined by automated tagging of the training set.

Discarding poor matches. Since SecTag’s candidate section header identification process
is designed to be sensitive, not specific, many of the “possible” matches should actually
be ignored (see Figure 7). SectionTagger considers all non-exact matches as possibly
incorrect. As previously noted, candidate tags that are determined to be child concepts of
active section tags at that position in the document are retained.

Conversely, SectionTagger discards a non-child, non-exact candidate match if:

•

The candidate tag was predicted (via NLP or other means) but no sentences are
assigned to the section (i.e., it is an “empy section”). For example, the word
“patient,” possible representing a “patient name” section header, may appear on a
line by itself but instead be the last word of a sentence.

•

The Bayesian rank of the best candidate section is lower than 4th.

•

The sentence is part of a list and is not a child of the section concept that begins
the list.

•

The section was designated by a space and found within a sentence.
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•

It is a predicted match and an exact match exists elsewhere in the document.

Clinical Note Input

Chief complaint: chest pain
This is a 61yo male who is a poor historian with a past medical history significant for
multiple MI's who presents with chest pain and shortness of breath. The pain began at
woke him from sleep at 3am….

Step 1: Identify Sentences

Step 2: Get Section Candidates

1: Chief complaint: chest pain
2: This is a 61yo male who is a poor historian with a past medical history significant
for multiple MI's who presents with chest pain and shortness of breath.
3: The pain began at woke him from sleep at 3am….

2:history_source

Exact match: chief_complaint

Step 3: Calculate Bayesian
scores

Step 4&5: Select “best
matches” and ignore “bad
matches”
Matches for “historian” and
“past medical history” ignored
because of poor rank.

374:past_medical_history

1: chief_complaint, history_present_illness, review_of_systems, assessment
2: history_present_illness, assessment_and_plan, analysis, assessment
3: history_present_illness, assessment_and_plan, review_of_systems, chief_complaint

1: chief_complaint: Chief complaint: chest pain
2: history_present_illness: This is a 61yo male who is a poor historian with a
past medical history significant for multiple MI's who presents with chest pain
and shortness of breath.
3: history_present_illness: The pain began at woke him from sleep at 3am….

Figure 7: SecTag Processing of a Section of Text.
The “Chief complaint” tag is an exact match since it starts a line, matches a string exactly, and ends in a colon. The Bayesian
score of the next sentence highly favors the “history_present_illness” because it follows the chief complaint, occurs toward the
beginning of the document, and contains words common for this section. Thus, “historian” and “past_medical_history” are
ignored as possible tags and the section is labeled as “history_present_illness.”
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Scoring ambiguous matches. SecTag scores non-ignored candidate sections using
attributes and frequency metrics that are summed together. The attributes, all with a
maximum score of 1, include the presence of children concepts, whether it could be child
of a prior section, and the normalized level of concept in the tree (favoring those concepts
that occur higher in the hierarchy). Sections appearing as exact matches in other locations
in the document are penalized. SecTag also adds to this metric the string matching
method: those concepts that matched via an exact “preferred term” match receive a score
of 1, while normalized string matches or filtered matches receive lower scores. It then
calculates the path length (see Figure 8) in the tree between each candidate concept and
the nearby section concepts before and after it (excluding ambiguous concepts). It does
this until it reaches the end of a “block” of sentences (as determined by whitespace or list
elements) or a level 1 or higher header (so chosen as these are typically major sections in
the terminology, such as “physical_examination” or “history_present_illness”). The
probability of the section appearing in that position in the document, and the probability
that the section would appear in the document are both included in the score. For the
evaluation, the Bayesian score of each of the candidates is also added into the score but
weighted twice the value of the other components.
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Figure 8: Diagram of fragment of the section terminology.
The path length between any nodes is the distance by counting edges between the two nodes, with the
exception that edges connecting to “root” are weighted 5 as it connect mostly unrelated trees. The path
length between vital_signs and cardiovascular_exam is 2; the path length between cardiovascular_review
and cardiovascular_exam is 14.

Determining Section Endings
Active sections are terminated through a combination of rule-based and probabilities, if
Bayesian scores are used. An active section is terminated when SecTag encounters the
next “valid” section that is not a child. Rule-based termination also acts on active
sections that are numerical, date/time, short, or document title data types. These sections
are terminated if:

•

The next line is blank

•

There is already text in the section, and the next line begins with a capital letter,
and there is text before the next section. For example, in a string like “Chief
complaint: wheezing<newline>He presents with…”, this rule allows the sentence
beginning “He presents with” to be considered a new section (i.e., the history of
present illness).
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•

If section is a date/time format, text following a matching date/time is not
included and is eligible to become another section. For example, SecTag
terminates the date section of “Date: January 5, 2004 3:00pm Attending
physician…” after “3:00pm.”

•

If the section is a document title (e.g., “Inpatient History and Physical”), the
section is closed immediately. (Document titles are defined as zero-length
sections in the terminology.)

Another rule-based termination operates on sections occurring within a list. If a prior list
item contains an active section when SecTag encounters the next list item, the prior
active section is terminated. For example, if a list item began “2. Cardiovascular:” and
then describes the cardiovascular plan, the application would terminate the
“cardiovascular_plan” section once it encountered the next list item (“3”) unless the
Bayesian score of that text predicted “cardiovascular_plan.” In addition to the rule-based
termination, the Bayesian probabilities are used to determine section endings. These
proceed differently for sections that are predicted versus those that are author-labeled.
For predicted sections, the system favors specificity by ending the active section once its
rank falls out of the top four or the gap between the a better-ranked parent section and the
predicted section widens. SecTag terminates document-labeled or NLP-derived sections
if: 1) A nested subsection of another active subsection at a higher level has a better
Bayesian score; for example, if the current active sections are “physical_exam 
neurologic_exam  cranial_nerve_exam” and the Bayesian probability for
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neurologic_exam was greater than that of cranial_nerve_exam, SecTag will end the
cranial_nerve_exam section and revert back to neurologic_exam. 2) There is a large
score differential between the current active section and the best predicted match, which
is not a subsection, and the current active section is not within a list. Finally, after
finishing processing all sentences, SecTag terminates any remaining active sections at the
end of the document. The output is an XML-tagged document, divided into sections with
section identifiers and concept names. The system can also produce multiple HTML
outputs, such as the evaluation output seen in Figure 9.
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CHAPTER IV

EVALUATION

Overview
In the previous chapter, the author described the SecTag application, a tool for
identifying section headers in clinical notes. This tool includes a terminology and an
algorithm to categorize notes sections based on that terminology, accounting for
synonyms, misspellings, and sections that are not explicitly labeled in the document. The
primary goals of the presently described evaluation were to 1) assess SecTag’s recall and
precision in identifying H&P section headers that are labeled in the document and 2)
assess the system’s recall and precision in identifying all major sections, whether the
document contained an explicit section header label or not. The evaluation subjects were
board-eligible physicians unfamiliar with SecTag who evaluated how well the system
labeled segments of randomly selected H&Ps from the project’s evaluation H&P set
(Figure 2), which had been themselves randomly selected from the electronic medical
record system. The previously mentioned IRB review and approval covered this
evaluation study.

Evaluation Methods
First, an automated program fed all H&P notes from the evaluation set into SecTag to
create an identified set of documents. Another computer program randomly divided the
evaluation set into groups of about 100 documents, which were randomly assigned to the
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project’s physician reviewers to evaluate. All reviewers were board-eligible internal
medicine or pediatric clinicians; some had additional subspecialty training. None were
familiar with the section tagging software or the section header terminology prior to
recruitment. They were compensated for their time.

The author created a web interface to present the documents to evaluators. On a single
display screen, SecTag-identified sections and subsections were highlighted with
different colors (see Figure 9) on the left half of the display, and the original document, in
the original format, was presented on the right half. The evaluators were given a
hierarchical list of all section tags that were found in the training document set, formatted
such that more common sections appeared larger than less common ones (see Figure 10).
All evaluators began work with the same five documents initially, representing a
“standardized” training set. Afterwards, during the evaluation, every eighth document
was taken from the common document set that all evaluators reviewed, in order to judge
inter-rater agreement.
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Figure 9: HTML Scoring Interface.
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Figure 10: Common Matching H&P Sections.
A printed form of all matching sections was given to all physician reviewer. Frequency data is from
the training set of H&Ps.
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When scoring documents, the author instructed the reviewers to use the document
author’s label as a guide. For instance, if the document included the section label “Head,
Eyes, Ears, Nose, Throat” but then the document’s author provided only an ear exam in
that section, the reviewers were instructed to mark either the broader (“HEENT exam”)
or more specific (“ear exam”) concept. Likewise, a single sentence in the “History of
Present Illness” could be attributed to another section (even though not labeled as such) if
appropriate; for example, “He has a 40pack-year history of smoking” can be accurately
tagged as “tobacco use” even if the author had placed it in the history of present illness
section.

The web-based scoring interface asked reviewers to mark each SecTag-identified section
as correct or incorrect and whether the SecTag-identified section boundaries were correct
or had an incorrect starting boundary, ending boundary, or both. For SecTag errors,
reviewers could indicate whether the system labeled a section where there was none, state
that it had mislabeled the section and then explain what the evaluators themselves
thought a better section tag would be, and/or indicate whether the SecTag provided
section tag was too specific, too general, or an erroneous homonym (e.g., SecTag selected
“pulmonary_review” instead of “pulmonary_exam” for a document label “pulmonary”).

To maximize the sensitivity of evaluators for finding false-negatives, the author provided
evaluators with a list of clinically-important “major” section headers and subsection
headers (see Appendix C). The author asked reviewers to identify any “major” sections
from this list not identified by SecTag (even if not labeled by the document’s author).
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Evaluators labeled the missing section using a checkbox next to each sentence that
allowed them to add the missing information. Finally, the author asked the reviewers to
mark any sections labeled by the authors that were not tagged by SecTag. For the
purposes of this study, the author defined a section label as any fragment of text on line
by itself or followed by a colon. However, the author instructed them to identify only
clinically-relevant labels that were not a finding (“back pain”) or diagnosis (e.g.,
“myocardial infarction”).

The author manually interacted with evaluators as they each scored the first three
common documents of the training set. This was done to encourage each reviewer to
conform to a consensus methodology during the evaluation. The training documents
included a brief admission note with unlabeled major sections, a dictated but poorly
formatted attending attestation note with few sections labeled by the document’s author
(an attending physician), and a comprehensive resident H&P note containing many
explicit section labels.

Finally, evaluators categorized documents as to whether they appeared to be from an
attending physician, a housestaff physician, or a medical student. Evaluators classified
documents as being one of: “full history and physical,” a “brief admission note,” or an
“attestation” of a housestaff note. If a note matched more than one category (such as a
resident note appended with an attending attestation), the author instructed reviewers to
classify it by the majority author and most complete appropriate classification (full
history physical > attestation > brief admission note).
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SecTag Evaluation Measurements
The primary outcome was recall and precision on all “major” sections. The evaluation
also calculated overall recall and precision on all identified sections. Study definitions
included: (1) MAJOR TRUE POSITIVE (MTP): a correctly-identified section that is a
major section (e.g., “History of Present Illness”); (2) TRUE POSITIVE (TP): any
correctly-identified section; (3) MAJOR FALSE POSITIVE (MFP): a misidentified
section that is a major section (e.g., selecting the section “pulmonary_exam” when the
section header actually was something else); (4) FALSE POSITIVE (FP): any
misidentified section given a label by SecTag; (5) OMITTED SECTIONS: those sections
identified by evaluators but not tagged by SecTag; (6) MAJOR SECTION RECALL: the
number of MTPs divided by the total number of major sections (determined by adding
the omitted major sections + MTP); (7) MAJOR SECTION PRECISION: the number of
MTPs divided by total meaningful term attempts (MTP/[MTP + MFP]); (8) OVERALL
RECALL: TP/(TP + omitted sections); (9) OVERALL PRECISION: the ratio of the
number of correctly matched sections to the total number of identified (i.e., proposed)
sections (TP/ [TP + FP]).

SecTag Evaluation Statistical Analyses and Sample Size calculation
The author examined a large database of tagged notes using a simpler version of the
section terminology. In this setting, the author found using an automated program that
there were approximately 18 sections per document for over 22,444 notes in a medical
school documentation database. To determine with 90% power an accuracy of 0.9 within
a 95% confidence interval of 0.05 would require 471 sections (or about 26 documents).
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To assess SecTag’s ability to find certain major sections, a larger sample size is needed.
Determining a major section within a 10% confidence interval with 90% power requires
137 instances of the section. If each major section appears within at least 70% of the
documents, then approximately 195 documents are needed.

The evaluation calculated interrater agreement via Cohen’s Kappa. The author used
Wilcoxon rank sum test to compare nonparametric data (expressed as median and
interquartile range). The author used Student’s t-test for parametric data (expressed as
mean ± standard deviation) after verifying the data had a normal distribution.
Distribution data was compared via the χ2 statistic. Confidence intervals were calculated
using binomial exact method for ranges approaching 100%. All statistical analyses were
performed with Stata, version 9.2 (StataCorp LP, College Station, TX).
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CHAPTER V

EVALUATION RESULTS

SecTag Recall and Precision
The physician-evaluators scored a total of 319 individual documents; 308 were scored by
a single reviewer and 11 were common documents. Of the 319 documents, 66 were
written by attendings and 252 by housestaff; only one note was classified as a medical
student note. Reviewers classified 88% of the notes as full H&Ps, 6% as attending
attestations, and 6% as brief admission notes. These notes contained a total of 16,036
sections (median 52 sections/document). There were 355 unique sections identified in the
evaluation set. Table 4 shows the comparison of the evaluation and training set. The two
groups of documents were similar except for the distribution of document titles and the
frequency of sections predicted through natural language processing. This difference is
largely due to one document type (a dictated attending attestation) that was more
common in the training than the evaluation set. When comparing the evaluation set to the
set of all H&P titles, there was no statistical different among the top 5 document
frequencies.
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Table 4: Comparison of Training and Evaluation Sets.
Numbers in parenthesis are the 25%-75% interquartile range for each.

Training Set
5881
78
825 (541-1090)
54 (32-74)

Evaluation Set
319
25
875 (575-1117)
52 (31-70)

p

Number of documents
Unique document titles
<0.01*
Median word length (IQR)
0.18
Median section count
0.11
(IQR)
Labeled
34 (16-52)
34 (18-52)
0.18
Bayes predicted
5 (3-8)
6 (3-8)
0.60
NLP-predicted
12 (7-16)
7 (0-10)
<0.01
*The top five note categories were in the same order in each group and roughly similar
percentages, accounting for more than 75% of the total notes.
Table 5 shows the overall recall and precision for all section concepts across all
documents with and without labels present in the document. SecTag was more effective
identifying labeled than unlabeled sections (p<0.001). Table 6 shows the recall and
precision for major sections. Recall was slightly better on non-major sections than major
sections and precision slightly better on major sections, though this difference is not
likely clinically significant (recall 99.3% vs. 98.6%, p<0.001; precision 95.0% vs. 96.2%,
p<0.001). Since reviewers did not identify unlabeled sections that were not major
sections (e.g., they would not identify an untagged medical record number that was not
labeled in the document as an error since it is not a major section), the difference in the
overall recall and the recall for major sections is likely exaggerated.
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Table 5: Overall Recall and Precision.

Label in
document
11,353

No label in
document
3,976

15,329

Number tagged incorrectly

103

604

707

Number where SecTag
omitted correct tag

20

140

160

Recall

99.8%
(99.7 – 99.9)

96.6%
(96.0 – 97.2)

99.0%
(98.8 – 99.1)

Precision

99.1%
(98.9 – 99.3)

86.8%
(85.8 – 87.8)

95.6%
(95.3 – 95.9)

Number tagged correctly

Total

Table 6: Major Section Recall and Precision.

Label in
document
6,250

No label in
document
1,310

Total

Number tagged incorrectly

71

227

298

Number where SecTag
omitted correct tag

4

107

111

99.9%
(99.9 – 1.00)
98.9%
(98.6 – 99.1)

92.4%
(91.1 – 93.8)
85.2%
(83.5 – 87.0)

98.6%
(98.3 – 98.8)
96.2%
(95.8 – 96.6)

Number tagged correctly

Recall
Precision
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7,560

Table 7: Recall and Precision on Each Major Sections.
Section name
N
Num labeled (%)
Chief complaint
283
280 (99%)
History present illness
353
281 (80%)
Past medical history
296
282 (95%)
Family medical history
255
250 (98%)
Parental medical history
192
7 (4%)
Sibling medical history
38
3 (8%)
Children medical history
3
1 (33%)
Health maintenance
92
91 (99%)
Personal and social history
267
252 (94%)
Substance use
254
138 (54%)
Medications
282
254 (90%)
Allergies and adverse reactions
254
249 (98%)
Review of Systems
462
437 (95%)
Physical examination
336
307 (91%)
Vital signs
333
201 (60%)
General
268
211 (79%)
Dermatologic
216
172 (80%)
Lymph nodes/Heme
142
131 (92%)
HEENT
767
595 (78%)
Cardiovascular
293
235 (80%)
Gastrointestinal
295
225 (76%)
Chest
374
291 (78%)
Genitourinary
138
116 (84%)
Neurological
320
244 (76%)
Psychological
67
62 (93%)
Musculoskeletal
82
51 (62%)
Extremity exam
314
210 (67%)
Lab, imaging, and pathology results
393
246 (63%)
Analysis, assessment and plan
600
503 (84%)
Total
7969
6325 (79%)
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100%
99%
99%
100%
95%
87%
100%
100%
100%
94%
100%
100%
100%
100%
99%
99%
99%
99%
98%
100%
99%
99%
99%
97%
100%
95%
97%
98%
98%
98.6%

Recall
(98 - 100)
(98 - 100)
(98 - 100)
(99 - 100)
(90 - 0.98)
(71 - 95)
(29 - 100)
(96 - 100)
(98 - 100)
(91 - 97)
(98 - 100)
(99 - 100)
(98 - 100)
(99 - 100)
(97 - 100)
(97 - 100)
(97 - 100)
(96 - 100)
(97 - 100)
(98 - 100)
(98 - 100)
(97 - 100)
(96 - 100)
(94 - 100)
(95 - 100)
(87 - 99)
(95 - 99)
(96 - 99)
(96 - 99)
(98.3 - 98.8)

Precision
100% (98 - 100)
93% (90 - 96)
99% (97 - 100)
98% (95 - 99)
90% (84 - 94)
97% (84 - 100)
100% (29 - 100)
100% (96 - 100)
99% (96 - 100)
98% (96 - 100)
99% (96 - 100)
100% (99 - 100)
95% (92 - 97)
99% (97 - 100)
92% (89 - 95)
100% (98 - 100)
95% (92 - 98)
99% (96 - 100)
98% (96 - 99)
98% (96 - 99)
97% (94 - 98)
98% (96 - 99)
94% (89 - 97)
95% (91 - 97)
99% (92 - 100)
92% (84 - 97)
94% (90 - 96)
88% (84 - 91)
96% (94 - 97)
96.2% (95.8 - 96.6)

Evaluators identified 160 sections that SecTag missed (omitted). These were either major
sections (labeled in the document or not) or labeled clinically important non-major
sections. Of these missing sections, all but 11 were found in the terminology: four
laboratory or radiology findings, three plan subdivisions, and several alternative
groupings of existing sections (e.g., “nose and ear exam” [without throat], facial exam as
a separate component of head exam).

Table 7 shows the recall and precision for each major section. SecTag effectively
identified labeled and non-labeled major sections. Overall, document authors rarely
provided section labels for first degree relative family history (only 5% were labeled), but
SecTag was still able to identify these sections, primarily using noun phrase processing.

Table 8: Accuracy of Section Boundary Detection for Correctly-labeled Sections.
Boundaries
Label in document (%) No label in document (%)
Total (%)
Correct
10983 (94.8%)
3220 (85.9%)
14,203 (92.7%)
Incorrect Start
197 (1.7%)
20 (0.5%)
217 (1.4%)
Incorrect Ending
344 (3.0%)
502 (13.4%)
846 (5.5%)
Incorrect Start and End
56 (0.5%)
6 (0.2%)
62 (0.4%)
11580
3748
15,328
Total
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Table 9: Type of Boundary Errors.
Sections that were “too long” occurred when SecTag included clinical content that was not relevant to the
section; sections “too short” excluded important content from the section. Non-clinical content includes
outline headers, dates, and generic non-clinical statements (e.g., page headers or transcription labels).

Too long
4%

Too short
13%

Non-clinical content
3%

Incorrect Ending

27%

40%

11%

Incorrect Start and End

0%

3%

1%

Incorrect Start

SecTag identified the correct start and end boundaries for 92.7% of the correctly
identified sections (Table 8). The system better predicted the labeled boundaries than
unlabeled boundaries (p<0.001). The most common error was an ending error, meaning
the ending of the section either ended too early (failed to include relevant content) or
included content that did not belong to that section. Ending errors occurred 5.5% of the
time; they were more common for both labeled and unlabeled document sections.
Unlabeled sections were more likely to have an incorrect ending than labeled sections. A
failure of analysis of 112 randomly selected incorrectly boundaries noted that 40% of the
boundary errors were in starting or ending the section too early (Table 9). Approximately
15% of the boundary errors were due to nonclinical content in the section (e.g., outline
headers, attestation statements, or transcription-inserted information); in general,
reviewers were instructed to mark boundaries correct if the additional content was not
clinically important.
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Precision of Section Identification Techniques
Table 10 shows the precision of each of SecTag’s component algorithms. The system
accurately identified sections with document labels. It also accurately identified
unlabeled sections by using NLP methods, removing modifiers such as anatomical
locations, and detecting labels within a “sentence” (e.g., identifying both “temperature”
and “weight” from “temp: 97.5 weight: 155lb”). Predicting sections via the Bayesian
score was accurate for 81% of the predictions. Spelling correction was problematic, with
a precision of 62%. Correct matches included multiword and single-word matches (e.g.,
“cheif complaint”, “labarotory”); incorrect matches were all single word matches in the
source phrase. Eight spelling correction errors were incorrect mapping of a source
document acronym into an incorrect acronym in the section terminology. For example,
“UDS” (meaning “urine drug screen”) was mapped to the acronym “ID” (meaning
“infectious disease”). Of all spelling correction errors, 8 were due to incorrectly
disambiguating between the possible sections for an accurate spelling correction (e.g.,
“ucolor,” meaning urine color, became “skin color” since urine color is not a defined
section), 4 were abbreviation/acronyms not present in the terminology (including a
person’s initials), and 6 were a result of the wrong spelling correction chosen. In two of
these cases, they were a result of Aspell’s algorithm, which does not allow words that
contain numbers and letters, and thus assumes that these are misspellings.
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Table 10: Precision of SecTag Component Methods to Identify Sections.
Method
Count (%)
Number Correct
Labeled sections
Exact or normalized match
11,221 (70.0%)
11,123
Variant generation
130 (0.8%)
110
Unlabeled Sections
Bayesian prediction
1,867 (11.6%)
1,503
Next-section rules
29 (0.2%)
27
NLP
2,112 (13.2%)
1,939
Both Labeled and Unlabeled Sections
Spelling correction
53 (0.3%)
33
Labels within a sentence*
471 (2.9%)
444
Modifier removal
153 (1.0%)
150
Totals
16,036
15,329

Precision (95%CI)
99%
85%

(98.9 - 99.3)
(77-90)

81%
93%
92%

(79-82)
(77-92)
(91-93)

62%
94%
98%
96%

(48-75)
(92-96)
(94-100)
(95-96)

Using the Bayesian scoring technique, SecTag predicted a total of 129 different section
headers, with a precision of 81% (Table 11). The most common predicted section was
the plan (153 occurrences), followed by assessment (96), substance use (76), and
laboratory data (74). The median prediction occurred 6 times; 79 different sections were
predicted less than 10 times in the evaluation set. The algorithm did especially poorly
predicting individual vital signs (though accurate for overall vital signs), certain
laboratory tests, and some physical exam elements. The most common errors were on
electrocardiograms, cardiovascular plan, and individual family member medical histories.
The precision of the Bayesian was not dependent on the number of times the section was
predicted or the frequency of the section in the training set.
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Table 11: Most Common Sections Predicted Using Bayesian Score.

Section name
Correct Incorrect Total
PPV
plan
126
27
153
82%
assessment
84
12
96
88%
substance_use
75
1
76
99%
laboratory_data
66
8
74
89%
oropharynx_exam
60
10
70
86%
extremity_exam
47
21
68
69%
abdominal_exam
54
13
67
81%
vital_signs
63
2
65
97%
past_surgical_history
31
21
52
60%
general_exam
44
0
44
100%
pulmonary_exam
43
1
44
98%
history_present_illness
25
14
39
64%
cardiovascular_plan
19
17
36
53%
laboratory_and_radiology_data
27
7
34
79%
chest_xray
28
5
33
85%
head_ent_exam
33
0
33
100%
neurological_exam
21
9
30
70%
pupil_exam
26
4
30
87%
strength_exam
15
15
30
50%
analysis
28
1
29
97%
gastrointestinal_exam
22
4
26
85%
jugular_venous_pulse
15
10
25
60%
medications
21
4
25
84%
coagulation_panel
11
12
23
48%
mother_medical_history
13
10
23
57%
musculoskeletal_extremity_exam
18
5
23
78%
ophthalmologic_exam
23
0
23
100%
cardiovascular_exam
20
0
20
100%
electrocardiogram
7
13
20
35%
infectious_disease_plan
19
1
20
95%
neck_exam
17
3
20
85%
Total
1503
364
1867
81%
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Discarded Section Candidates
SecTag generated a total of 1,664 possible sections headers for which it considered the
“best” candidate section header a poor match and thus discarded it. A poor Bayesian
score was the most frequent reason to discard a possible section label (Table 12). The
author evaluated 20 random notes to determine if the poor matches were appropriately
discarded. Manual review suggested that 93% of the poorly-matched section headers
were incorrect; 7% could have been retained rather than discarded, but none were major
sections.
Table 12: Reasons for Discarded Section Candidates

Exact match elsewhere
Bayesian score did not match tag
Empty non-labeled section
Match duplicates prior exact match
Total

Count (%)
287 17%
962 58%
111 7%
304 18%
1664

LOINC Concept and String Coverage
LOINC represented 86% of the concepts in the major sections and 77% of all sections
tagged (TABLE 13). Its string representation was poor (20% of the labeled strings
matching after normalization). The most common major sections missing from LOINC
were family medical history entries for first degree relatives, grouped physical exam
subcomponents (e.g., “musculoskeletal and extremity exam”), and major sections
matched in more granular ways (e.g., “jugular venous pulse” instead of “neck exam” or
“cardiovascular exam”). LOINC had slightly better coverage of labeled sections that
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unlabeled ones; LOINC contained concepts representing 72% of labeled concepts and
79% of unlabeled section concepts (p<0.001).

Table 13: LOINC Coverage in Identified Sections.

Concept matches
LOINC concept
Not in LOINC
String matches
Matched a LOINC string
Did not match a LOINC string

All sections
(%)

Major sections
(%)

12407 (77%)
3629 (23%)

6739 (86%)
1119 (14%)

3246 (20%)
12790 (80%)

2535 (32%)
5323 (68%)

Interrater Reliability
The interrater reliability on accuracy between all reviewers was good (Kappa = 0.70,
p<0.0001). Reviewers agreed less on section boundaries; assessment for correctness was
better (Kappa = 0.49, p<0.0001) than for the type of error (Kappa 0.43).
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CHAPTER VI

DISCUSSION

The current study is one of the first large-scale efforts to formally evaluate a section
header terminology and a related clinical note section header (tag) identifier. The author
found that SecTag effectively identifies common sections in a wide variety of general
H&P documents. The system uses a combination of NLP methods, concept matching
with variant generation, and a score-based algorithm including a naïve Bayes classifier to
effectively match section labels in documents and predict unlabeled sections. Incorrectly
identified and omitted sections were rarely due to concept absence in the target
vocabulary, suggesting the section terminology underlying SecTag sufficiently
represented the documents in this corpus.

Accurate section identification is a key first step toward greater document understanding.
To be useful, section identification should be coupled with more in-depth natural
language processing or concept identification tools. Without identifying section-level
context, a system cannot distinguish between identical diseases appearing in the family
medical history or in the past medical history. Such understanding is crucial to allow for
decision support or research. Furthermore, more detailed parsing than just “family
medical history” is needed. Decision support systems, operating on contextual
understanding of concepts within a note, could suggest that a patient with a family history
of colon cancer in a first degree relative or with a past medical history of Crohn’s disease
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needs early colorectal cancer screening.156 Similarly, knowledge that a patient has a
history of alcohol use or diabetes may trigger an alert to give early pneumococcal
vaccination, instead of waiting until age 65.157

Accurate knowledge that a block of text belongs to a certain section may improve
concept matching and name-value pairing, much in the same way as the Linguistic String
Project found improved “understanding” by programming specific sublanguage
grammars.59 For example, the acronym “BS” in the respiratory/chest exam section of the
physical exam likely means “breath sounds” but means “bowel sounds” in the abdominal
exam section; likewise, such adjectives as “normal”, “nontender” or “pain”,
“nonenlarged” may occur within many sections but indicate distinctly different clinical
entities and evoke different differential diagnoses based on their contexts. “Subsection”
parsers may be tuned for a higher prior probability, for instance, of negation within the
review of systems than the history of present illness and employ different parsing
schemes. For example, if in the vital signs section, one could assume any floating point
number between 35.0 and 40.0 is likely a temperature, or a number following by a
percentage is likely an oxygen saturation, especially if preceded by a number that could
be a respiratory rate. Such ranges and probabilities could be built automatically, using
documents that were tagged at the more specific levels (i.e., temperature, oxygen
saturation).

The created section header terminology used in this study performed well, with only 11
new sections identified in this study should be present in the terminology. LOINC, the
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current standard for section terminology as adopted in the HL7 CDA, represented the
concepts of major sections well though had inadequate synonymy to serve as a interface
vocabulary for real-world clinical sections tags. Its performance among the major section
of clinical interest was better than its overall performance, though still 14% of major
sections by hierarchy were not labeled with a LOINC concept. Most of these were
detailed physical exam subsections, assessment and plan systems, or unusual
combinations of systems (“skin/breast” or “eye, ear, nose, throat”). In some cases, the
LOINC match was less than perfect; the author mapped some terms from specialized
components of LOINC to serve a more general purpose, such as “Treatment Plan” from a
psychological corpus, to the general “plan” section. An effective parser must map these
more granular or multi-section concepts to a LOINC concept. While LOINC does
provide some synonymy of its concepts, its strings poorly covered the expressivity of
section titles identified in the note. LOINC is designed as a reference terminology and
thus the brief synonymy provided is more to ease lookup than enable LOINC as a NLP
terminology.

Section tagging can be an enabling tool for clinical research and medical training. The
author and colleagues have developed a companion application to the EMR that collects
all trainees’ patient notes and stores them as their “experience log.” Many organizations,
such as Association of American Medical Colleges and the Accreditation Council for
Graduate Medical Education, include exposure and experience tracking as a key
component of competency assessment.158, 159 A full log of patient exposure, via their
clinical documentation, could allow rapid reports of a student’s exposure by chief
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complaint and past medical history. An evaluator could assess, automatically, whether
students have covered key physical exam elements or had exposure to important diseases
and diagnoses. Complex questions, such as has a student obtained competency with a
particular diagnosis or chief complaint, may also be aided by such a system. For
instance, competency for a chief complaint of back pain may involve assessing certain
physical exam elements and vital signs; asking the presence of saddle anesthesia,
incontinence, weakness, and weight loss; and considering appropriate diagnoses in the
context of the patients past medical history.

Immediate future directions for SecTag include making the application compatible with
the HL7 CDA, which would allow compatibility with a large range of applications. The
application could be useful as a web service, though HIPAA concerns would limit
external use. To be useful, the application should also be extended to other document
types, such as discharge summaries. SecTag stores prior probabilities and frequency data
for sections by document type (selectable as a run-time parameter); likely, optimal
performance would require training for new document types. Despite this limitation, the
probabilities derived from H&Ps may have a broad applicability across many different
document types that follow the same basic format, such as progress, clinic, and
consultation notes. Discharge summaries and procedure notes are likely to require
additional vocabulary development and training. The current training method, whereby
the system “automatically” trains itself by iteratively processes a corpus of documents
makes training on new corpora simpler. However, this method assumes a relatively welltagged set of training documents and a complete terminology for the document set.
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The failure analysis revealed several areas for possible improvement to enhance SecTag’s
performance. Some of the errors were due to the scrubbing software. It removed certain
disease eponyms, sometimes confusing SecTag. Also, certain section labels that were
acronyms were removed, ostensibly because the initials matched one of the other names
in the document (e.g., the patient, a physician, or a nurse). This makes section prediction
more difficult since a sometimes short sentence is then paired with a name, which often
occurs in other sections (e.g., “attending physician” or “patient name”).

A second cause of failure was the spelling correction algorithm, which performed
especially poorly. Because Aspell does not support words containing numbers, it
assumed these needed “correcting” to words without numbers. The author adjusted the
algorithm to skip these words from spell-correction. A few words were missing from the
spell-check vocabulary, which have been added. Despite these errors, its performance
would have been significant improved if the possible section candidates chosen via
spelling correction were compared against the Bayesian “figure of merit” score for the
sentence. Instead, for some of the suggestions, the “best” candidate match was chosen
and assumed to be correct without a “figure of merit” score validation.

The failure analysis suggests several other possible improvements to the software.
Dictated documents often contained various formats of patient names, medical record
numbers, and page numbers as new page headers. This format routinely caused errors in
section tagging by correctly creating a “medical_record_number” tag that terminated the
active section. While many times the algorithm did correctly return to the last section
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through Bayesian scoring, sometimes other, incorrect, sections were predicted or no
section was predicted at all. The author attempted to handle this by removing these
strings before processing by SecTag; however, the algorithm did not correctly process all
possible formats of this string. A more efficacious strategy may be to allow the
application to return to the last active section if the score is sufficiently high and a “short”
data type section (e.g., “medical record number” or “patient name”) caused its
termination. Second, many laboratory/physical exam boundaries were not correctly
detected. In this setting, the algorithm should be more lenient to accepting the Bayesian
prediction. Also, a number of section boundary errors due to imperfect sentence parsing,
especially with floating point numbers, such as temperatures and some drug dosages.

The Bayesian algorithm predicted unlabeled sections with an accuracy of 81% over 631
different possible sections from which to choose from. This represents a significant gain
over chance selection (1 out of 1109), but was not as accurate as other methods.
However, the Bayesian method was critical in the step of discarding erroneous sections,
greatly improving their accuracy. One cause of error in the Bayesian prediction is
imperfection of the gold standard. It was derived automatically from iterative tagging of
the training corpora. The assumption was that with a low error rate that favored
specificity over sensitivity (when the Bayesian prediction is turned off), the errors in
classification would be deemphasized with regard to correct classifications. However,
some sentence constructions NLP errors (e.g., identifying “electrocardiogram” from a
plan to get an EKG as well as the procedure result) can systematically introduce errors
for words that appear as a possible section in multiple parts of the note.
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While the naïve Bayes approach performed acceptably, more sophisticated algorithms,
such as support vector machines, may perform better. One method to reduce
computational complexity of more robust methods, such as SVMs, may be to nest the
classification decisions within known sections. First deciding which section at level X
makes the most sense, then restrict the next classification to level X+1 sections occurring
within the selected parent section. For example, if “physical_exam” was chosen over
“review_of_systems”, the next classification would ignore all children of
“review_of_systems” (e.g., “cardiovascular_review”) from the next decision process.

Limitations
The study results must be interpreted in light of a few limitations. The author used H&Ps
from a single medical center; formatting, styles, and section names may be different in
this setting versus others. The author attempted to mitigate this bias by forming the bulk
of the terminology from external, national sources such as the published literature and use
of standard vocabularies such as LOINC and QMR. In addition, the author processed a
variety of formats of documents from CBD templates to output from multiple dictation
companies. Second, the gold standard was derived from automatically tagged
documents, which allowed quick derivation of a large tagged corpus accurate for most
sections. A manually tagged corpus, while potentially more accurate, may be infeasible
since the section terminology can change frequently as new concepts are added. Since
the non-probabilistic tagging performs better on key sections than subsections (as
subsections are more likely to be predicted than tagged), this biases the predictions
towards parent concepts.
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The subcategory performance may be overestimated in some areas, specifically in
laboratory and imaging results. These sections are not well-represented in the
terminology, and reviewers were specifically told that this was not a goal of this study.
Two reasons motivated this: first, these categories are already well represented in existing
terminologies such as LOINC, SNOMED, and QMR, and, second, these results are often
readily available from most EMRs and thus a natural language processing tool that
identifies them has little use. Furthermore, the performance among other
subcategorizations or labeled sections that were not components of the “key” sections
may suffer from an information bias since reviewers may have been more attentive for
key sections instead.

This study presents an initial evaluation of performance of a novel terminology of section
tags on general and subspecialty H&Ps. The author has not validated its performance on
other document types or on documents from other institutions. While the author designed
the terminology to represent progress notes, consultation notes, and clinic notes, these
were not generally included (with a few exceptions due to document mistitling) in the
evaluation document set. Currently, the author is beginning to extend the terminology to
contain sections from discharge summaries. Procedure (medical or surgical) and other
note types may not be covered adequately at the current time.

Conclusion
This work is one of the first formal evaluations of a section header terminology and
related section tagger. The system accurately identified both labeled and unlabeled
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sections in clinical H&Ps. Although LOINC contained most of the major sections in
notes, the terminology’s performance exceeded it, especially as an interface terminology
allowing NLP on clinical notes. The section terminology contained the vast majority of
labeled sections in clinical notes. To be of most use, the system needs to be coupled with
a robust concept identification or NLP system to truly “understand” the content within a
section. More research is also needed to extend the terminology and algorithms to other
documents types and to study methods to use the section tagger to improve the efficacy
of NLP tasks.
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APPENDIX A

QMR FINDINGS HIERARCHY

01. Patient History
01.01. Demographics
01.01.01. Age
01.01.02. Race/Ethnic Background
01.01.03. Sex
01.02. Social History
01.02.01. Environmental Exposure History
01.02.01.01. Infectious Disease Exposure History
01.02.01.02. Insect and Animal Exposure History
01.02.01.03. Occupational History
01.02.01.04. Toxic Substances Exposure History
01.02.01.05. Miscellaneous Environmental Exposure History
01.02.02. Substance Abuse History
01.02.03. Level of Activity History
01.03. Past Medical History
01.03.01. Allergic Disorder History
01.03.01.01. Treatment History
01.03.01.01.01. Previous Surgery History
01.03.01.01.02. Current or Recent Drug Administration History
01.03.01.01.02.01. Current or Recent Antibiotic Administration History
01.03.01.01.02.02. Cytotoxic or Immunosuppressive Medication Administration His
01.03.01.01.02.03. Current or Recent Miscellaneous Medication Administration Hi
01.03.01.01.03. Blood Products Administration History
01.03.01.01.04. Radiation Therapy or Exposure History
01.03.01.01.05. Miscellaneous Therapy History
01.03.01.01.06. Invasive Diagnostic Procedure History
01.03.01.02. Trauma History
01.03.01.03. Residence or Travel History
01.04. Family History
01.05. Review Of Systems
01.05.01. Review of General Symptoms
01.05.02. Review Of Integumentary Symptoms
01.05.03. Review of Head Eyes Ears Nose And Throat Symptoms
01.05.04. Review of Lymphatic Hematopoeitic and Clotting Symptoms
01.05.04.01. Lymphatic System Symptoms
01.05.04.02. Hematopoeitic System Symptoms
01.05.04.03. Clotting Abnormality or Bleeding Disorder History
01.05.05. Review Of Cardiovascular Respiratory and Thoracic Symptoms
01.05.05.01. Dyspnea
01.05.05.02. Pain Chest
01.05.05.03. Miscellaneous Pulmonary History and Symptoms
01.05.05.04. Hypertension History
01.05.05.05. Miscellaneous Cardiovascular History and Symptoms
01.05.06. Breast Diseases History and Symptoms
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01.05.07. Review Of Gastrointestinal and Dietary History and Symptoms
01.05.07.01. Previous Gastrointestinal Disorders History
01.05.07.02. Previous Gastrointestinal Surgery or Trauma History
01.05.07.03. Pain Abdomen
01.05.07.04. Diet and Appetite History
01.05.07.05. Bowel Habits
01.05.07.06. Dysphagia
01.05.07.07. Jaundice History
01.05.07.08. Nausea/Vomiting/Regurgitation
01.05.08. Review of Genitourinary Reproductive and Obstetrical Symptoms
01.05.08.01. Urinary Tract Disorders History and Symptoms
01.05.08.02. Female Urogenital Menstrual And Obstetrical History and Symptoms
01.05.08.03. Male Genitourinary and Reproductive History and Symptoms
01.05.08.04. Sexual and Venereal Diseases History and Symptoms
01.05.09. Review Of Neuropsychiatric Symptoms
01.05.09.01. Previous Neuropsychiatric Disorder or Therapy History
01.05.09.02. Neuropsychiatric Medication Administration History
01.05.09.03. Headache
01.05.09.04. Neurological Deficits History
01.05.09.05. Sleep Disturbances
01.05.09.06. Auras/Seizures History
01.05.09.07. Mental Status History
01.05.09.08. Miscellaneous Neuropsychiatric Symptoms
01.05.10. Review of Disorders of Musculoskeletal System
01.05.10.01. Pain Neck
01.05.10.02. Pain Back
01.05.10.03. Joint Symptoms
01.05.10.04. Pain or Discomfort Extremities
01.05.10.05. Miscellaneous Musculoskeletal Symptoms
01.05.11. Review of Diseases of Metabolism or Endocrine System
01.05.11.01. Endocrine Disorders History Symptoms or Therapy History
01.05.11.02. Metabolic Disorders History
01.05.12. Review of Infectios Diseases History or Symptoms
01.05.13. Review of Diseases of Congenital or Inherited Nature History
01.05.14. Review of Diseases of Neoplastic or Malignant Nature History
02. Physical Examination
02.01. General Appearance
02.02. Vital Signs
02.02.01. Temperature
02.02.02. Heart Rate
02.02.03. Respiratory Rate and Pattern of Respiration
02.02.04. Weight
02.02.05. Height
02.02.06. Blood Pressure
02.03. Inspection And Palpation Skin Hair and Nails
02.03.01. Inspection Hair and Nails
02.03.02. Skin and Mucosa Pigmentary or Color Changes
02.03.03. Skin Superficial Lesions or Palpable Deep Lesions
02.03.04. Inspection Skin Rashes
02.03.05. Skin Texture Temperature and State of Hydration
02.04. Head Eyes Ears Nose And Throat Exam
02.04.01. Inspection And Palpation Face And Neck
02.04.01.01. Cranial Arteries Exam
02.04.01.02. Examination Salivary and Lacrimal Glands
02.04.02. Ears Exam
02.04.03. Eyes Exam
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02.04.03.01. Eyes External Exam
02.04.03.02. Orbit Eyes Conjunctiva Cornea Iris and Lens Exam
02.04.03.03. Eyes Movement of Extraocular Muscles
02.04.03.04. Eyes Visual Fields by Confrontation or by Perimetry
02.04.03.05. Eyes Ophthalmoscopy
02.04.04. Nose Exam
02.04.05. Mouth And Throat Exam
02.04.06. Miscellaneous Head Eyes Ears Nose And Throat Exam
02.05. Inspection And Palpation Of Neck
02.05.01. Thyroid Exam
02.05.02. Miscellaneous Neck Exam
02.06. Lymph Nodes Exam
02.07. Breast Exam
02.08. Cardiovascular Exam
02.08.01. Jugular Veins Exam
02.08.02. Inspection Palpation and Percussion Precordium
02.08.03. Auscultation Chest Cardiovascular
02.08.03.01. Auscultation Chest Extracardiac Bruits
02.08.03.02. Auscultation Heart S1 S2 Clicks and Gallop Sounds
02.08.03.03. Auscultation Heart Murmurs and Rubs
02.08.04. Carotid Arteries Exam
02.08.05. Peripheral Vascular Exam
02.08.06. Miscellaneous Cardiovascular Exam
02.09. Pulmonary Exam
02.09.01. Breathing Pattern
02.09.02. Inspection Chest
02.09.03. Palpation Chest
02.09.04. Percussion Chest
02.09.05. Auscultation Chest Pulmonary
02.10. Abdominal Exam
02.10.01. Inspection Abdomen
02.10.02. Auscultation Abdomen
02.10.02.01. Auscultation Abdomen for Bruits
02.10.02.02. Auscultation Abdomen Bowel Sounds
02.10.02.03. Auscultation Abdomen Miscellaneous Sounds
02.10.03. Palpation Abdomen
02.10.03.01. Palpation Abdomen Rebound Tenderness or Guarding
02.10.03.02. Palpation Abdomen for Hernias or Masses
02.10.03.03. Palpation Abdomen for Tenderness
02.10.03.04. Palpation Abdomen for Organomegaly
02.10.03.05. Palpation Liver for Contour and Texture
02.10.04. Percussion Abdomen
02.10.05. Miscellaneous Abdominal Exam
02.11. Rectal and Perineal Exam
02.12. Genitourinary Exam
02.12.01. Inspection And Palpation Genitalia Male
02.12.02. Pelvic Exam
02.13. Neuropsychiatric Examination
02.13.01. Mental Status Exam
02.13.01.01. Mental Status Level of Consciousness
02.13.01.02. Mental Status Judgement Intelligence and Memory
02.13.01.03. Mental Status Affect and Behavior
02.13.01.04. Mental Status Abnormal Thought Content
02.13.02. Neurologic Exam Cerebral Dysfunction
02.13.03. Neurologic Exam Cranial Nerves
02.13.04. Neurologic Exam Reflexes
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02.13.05. Neurologic Exam Sensory
02.13.06. Neurologic Exam Muscle Strength and Tone
02.13.07. Neurologic Exam Coordination and Gait
02.13.08. Neurologic Exam Tremor Chorea or Extrapyramidal Signs
02.13.09. Neurologic Exam Speech
02.13.10. Neurologic Exam Observation of Seizures
02.13.11. Neurologic Exam Signs of Meningeal Irritation
02.13.12. Miscellaneous Neurologic Exam
02.14. Musculoskeletal Exam
02.14.01. Extremities and Joints Inspection and Palpation
02.14.01.01. Bone Joints or Tendon Abnormalities Extremities
02.14.01.02. Joints Range of Motion Extremities
02.14.01.03. Joints Pattern of Involvement
02.14.01.04. Miscellaneous Exam Extremities
02.14.02. Ribs Sternum and Costochondral Junctions Exam
02.14.03. Back and Spine Exam
02.14.04. Inspection and Palpation of Skeletal Muscles
03. Laboratory Tests
03.01. Body Fluid or Body Substance Analysis
03.01.01. Blood Analysis
03.01.01.01. Hematologic Studies
03.01.01.01.01. Hemoglobin and Hematocrit
03.01.01.01.02. Complete Blood Count And Peripheral Smear
03.01.01.01.03. Platelet Count
03.01.01.01.04. Reticulocyte Count
03.01.01.01.05. Rbc Indices
03.01.01.01.06. Hemolysis Studies
03.01.01.01.07. Iron Metabolism Related Studies
03.01.01.01.08. Leukocyte Enzyme Assays
03.01.01.01.09. Hemoglobin Electrophoresis
03.01.01.01.10. Red Blood Cell Mass Determination
03.01.01.01.11. Coagulation Tests
03.01.01.01.12. Miscellaneous Hematologic Studies
03.01.01.02. Blood Microbiological Studies
03.01.01.02.01. Blood Culture or Isolation of Microbiological Organism
03.01.01.02.02. Blood Smear For Parasites
03.01.01.02.03. Blood Immunological Tests Indicating Exposure to Infectious Age
03.01.01.02.04. Miscellaneous Blood Microbiologic Studies
03.01.01.03. Blood Immunologic Studies
03.01.01.03.01. Antibodies Autoimmune
03.01.01.03.02. Serum Complement Studies
03.01.01.03.03. Histocompatibility Antigen Determination
03.01.01.03.04. Serum Immunoelectrophoresis and Quantitative Immunoglobulins
03.01.01.03.05. Miscellaneous Blood Immunologic Studies
03.01.01.04. Blood Biochemical Analysis
03.01.01.04.01. Serum Electrolytes Routine
03.01.01.04.02. Glucose Blood
03.01.01.04.03. Blood Urea Nitrogen and Serum Creatinine Levels
03.01.01.04.04. Calcium/Phosphate/Magnesium Serum
03.01.01.04.05. Bilirubin Serum
03.01.01.04.06. Lipids Serum
03.01.01.04.07. Ketones Serum
03.01.01.04.08. Lactate Serum
03.01.01.04.09. Serum Protein and Enzymatic Components Analysis
03.01.01.04.09.01. Serum Phosphatases
03.01.01.04.09.02. Serum Amylase and Lipase
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03.01.01.04.09.03. Serum Transaminases
03.01.01.04.09.04. Myocardial and Skeletal Muscle Enzymes Serum <non transamina
03.01.01.04.09.05. Serum Protein Electrophoresis
03.01.01.04.09.06. Renin Plasma
03.01.01.04.09.07. Miscellaneous Serum Protein and Enzymatic Components
03.01.01.04.10. Vitamins And Minerals Assays
03.01.01.04.11. Uric Acid Serum
03.01.01.04.12. Blood Toxicological Studies
03.01.01.04.13. Miscellaneous Blood Biochemical Studies
03.01.01.05. Serum Osmolality
03.01.02. Csf Analysis
03.01.02.01. Csf Routine Exam
03.01.02.02. Csf Microbiological Studies
03.01.02.03. Csf Special Studies
03.01.03. Nasal Mucosa or Discharge Microbiological Studies
03.01.04. Oral Lesions Microbiological Studies
03.01.05. Transtracheal Aspiration
03.01.06. Sputum Analysis
03.01.06.01. Sputum Exam Routine
03.01.06.02. Sputum Culture
03.01.06.03. Sputum Exam Special Procedures
03.01.07. Bile Analysis
03.01.07.01. Bile Microbiological Studies
03.01.08. Feces Analysis
03.01.08.01. Feces Exam Routine
03.01.08.02. Feces Microbiology
03.01.08.03. Feces Special Studies
03.01.09. Urinalysis
03.01.09.01. Urinalysis Routine And Microscopic
03.01.09.02. Urine Microbiology
03.01.09.03. Urine Simple Biochemical Analysis
03.01.09.04. Urinalysis Special Procedures
03.01.10. Semen Analysis
03.01.11. Prostatic Fluid Analysis
03.01.12. Urethra and Cervix Microbiological Studies
03.01.13. Skin Lesion Microbiological Studies
03.01.14. Serous Fluid Analysis
03.01.14.01. Ascitic Fluid or Peritoneal Aspirate Analysis
03.01.14.01.01. Ascitic Fluid Routine Examination
03.01.14.01.02. Ascitic Fluid Special Analysis
03.01.14.01.03. Ascitic Fluid Microbiological Studies
03.01.14.01.04. Peritoneal Aspirate Analysis
03.01.14.01.04.01. Peritoneal Aspirate Routine Studies
03.01.14.01.04.02. Peritoneal Aspirate Microbiological Studies
03.01.14.02. Joint Fluid Analysis
03.01.14.02.01. Joint Fluid Routine Examination
03.01.14.02.02. Joint Fluid Microbiological Studies
03.01.14.02.03. Joint Fluid Special Studies
03.01.14.03. Pericardial Fluid Analysis
03.01.14.03.01. Pericardial Fluid Routine Studies
03.01.14.03.02. Pericardial Fluid Microbiological Studies
03.01.14.04. Pleural Fluid Analysis
03.01.14.04.01. Pleural Fluid Routine Studies
03.01.14.04.02. Pleural Fluid Microbiological Studies
03.01.14.04.03. Pleural Fluid Special Studies
03.01.14.05. Miscellaneous Serous Fluid Analysis
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03.01.15. Sweat Analysis
03.01.16. Skin Testing
03.01.16.01. Skin Anergy Panel
03.01.16.02. Skin Tests for Exposure to Microorganisms
03.01.16.03. Miscellaneous Skin Tests
03.02. Toxicological Studies
03.03. Microbiological Studies
03.03.01. Smears and Stains for Infectious Agents
03.03.01.01. Smears and Stains for Bacteria
03.03.01.01.01. Smears and Stains for Positive Organisms
03.03.01.01.01.01. Smears and Stains for Gram Positive Cocci
03.03.01.01.01.02. Smears and Stains for Gram Positive Rods
03.03.01.01.02. Smears and Stains for Gram Negative Organisms
03.03.01.01.02.01. Smears and Stains for Gram Negative Cocci
03.03.01.01.02.02. Smears and Stains for Gram Negative Rods
03.03.01.02. Smears and Stains for Nocardia and Actinomyces
03.03.01.03. Smears and Stains for Spirochetal Infections
03.03.01.04. Smears and Stains for Legionella Infections
03.03.01.05. Smears and Stains for Fungi
03.03.01.06. Smears and Stains for Mycobacteria
03.03.01.07. Smears and Stains for Mycoplasma Rickettsia And Chlamydia
03.03.01.08. Smears and Stains for Viruses
03.03.01.09. Smears and Stains for Protozoa
03.03.01.10. Smears and Stains for Parasitic Organisms
03.03.02. Culture
03.03.02.01. Cultures for Bacteria
03.03.02.01.01. Cultures for Gram Positive Organisms
03.03.02.01.01.01. Cultures for Gram Positive Cocci
03.03.02.01.01.02. Cultures for Gram Positive Rods
03.03.02.01.02. Cultures for Gram Negative Organisms
03.03.02.01.02.01. Cultures for Gram Negative Cocci
03.03.02.01.02.02. Cultures for Gram Negative Rods
03.03.02.02. Cultures for Nocardia and Actinomyces
03.03.02.03. Cultures for Spirochetes
03.03.02.04. Cultures for Legionella Infections
03.03.02.05. Cultures for Fungi
03.03.02.06. Cultures for Mycobacteria
03.03.02.07. Cultures for Mycoplasma Rickettsia And Chlamydia
03.03.02.08. Cultures for Viruses
03.03.03. Immunological Tests for Infectious Agents
03.03.03.01. Immunological Tests for Bacteria
03.03.03.01.01. Immunological Tests for Gram Positive Organisms
03.03.03.01.01.01. Immunological Tests for Gram Positive Cocci
03.03.03.01.01.02. Immunological Tests for Gram Positive Rods
03.03.03.01.02. Immunological Tests for Gram Negative Organisms
03.03.03.01.02.01. Immunological Tests for Gram Negative Cocci
03.03.03.01.02.02. Immunological Tests for Gram Negative Rods
03.03.03.02. Immunological Tests for Nocardia and Actinomyces
03.03.03.03. Immunological Tests for Spirochetes
03.03.03.04. Immunological Tests for Legionella Infections
03.03.03.05. Immunological Tests for Fungi
03.03.03.06. Immunological Tests for Mycobacteria
03.03.03.07. Immunological Tests for Mycoplasma Rickettsia And Chlamydia
03.03.03.08. Immunological Tests for Viruses
03.03.03.09. Immunological Tests for Protozoa
03.03.03.10. Immunological Tests for Parasitic Organisms
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03.04. Tests for Malignant Neoplastic Disorders
03.04.01. Cytological Examination for Malignant Neoplastic Disorders
03.04.02. Serological Markers Consistent With Malignant Neoplastic Disorders
03.04.03. Biopsies Consistent with Malignant Neoplastic Disorders
03.05. Tests Of Physiological and/or Organ System Function <NON-Imaging>
03.05.01. Endocrine Function Tests
03.05.01.01. Pituitary Function Tests
03.05.01.02. Thyroid Function Tests
03.05.01.03. Parathyroid Function Tests
03.05.01.04. Adrenal Function Tests
03.05.01.05. Pancreas Endocrine Function Tests
03.05.01.06. Gonadal Function Tests
03.05.01.07. Miscellaneous Endocrine Function Tests
03.05.02. Kidney Function Tests
03.05.03. Liver Function Tests
03.05.04. Cardiovascular Function Tests <NON-Imaging>
03.05.04.01. EKG
03.05.04.02. Pressure Central Venous
03.05.04.03. Prolonged Cardiac EKG Monitoring
03.05.04.04. Cardiovascular Stress Tests
03.05.04.05. Cardiac Output and Arteriovenous Oxygen Difference Measurement
03.05.04.06. Plasma Volume Determination
03.05.04.07. Cardiac Catheterization Pressure and Flow Measurements
03.05.04.08. Noninvasive Peripheral Vascular Studies
03.05.04.09. Miscellaneous Cardiovascular Function Tests
03.05.05. Pulmonary Function Tests and Pulmonary Monitoring
03.05.05.01. Pulmonary Sleep Monitoring
03.05.05.02. Arterial Blood Gases and pH
03.05.05.03. Pulmonary Function Tests
03.05.06. Gastrointestinal Function Tests
03.05.06.01. Esophagus Manometry
03.05.06.02. Hepatobiliary Function Tests
03.05.06.03. Pancreas Exocrine Function Tests
03.05.06.04. Tests of Gastrointestinal Absorption
03.05.06.05. Hepatic Vein Wedge Pressure
03.05.06.06. Schilling Test
03.05.06.07. Miscellaneous Gastrointestinal Function Tests
03.05.07. Neurologic and Musculoskeletal Function Tests
03.05.07.01. Central Nervous System Electrophysiological Monitoring
03.05.07.01.01. EEG
03.05.07.01.02. Visual and Auditory Evoked Potentials
03.05.07.01.03. Electronystagmogram and Vestibular Function Tests
03.05.07.02. Electromyography
03.05.07.03. Nerve Conduction Velocities
03.05.07.04. Miscellaneous Neurologic and Musculoskeletal Function Tests
03.05.08. Ophthalmological Function Tests
03.05.08.01. Eyes Tonometry
03.05.08.02. Eyes Slit Lamp Examination
03.05.08.03. Eyes Formal Visual Field Testing
03.05.09. Physiological or Pharmacological Challenge Tests
03.06. Imaging Techniques <Indirect>
03.06.01. Routine Xray Radiographic Studies
03.06.01.01. Xray Chest
03.06.01.01.01. Xray Lung Fields
03.06.01.01.02. Xray Pleura
03.06.01.01.03. Xray Mediastinum
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03.06.01.01.04. Xray Heart And Great Vessels
03.06.01.01.05. Xray Ribs and Bony Thorax
03.06.01.01.06. Miscellaneous Xray Chest
03.06.01.02. Xray Abdomen Plain Film
03.06.01.02.01. Xray Abdomen Intraperitoneal Contents
03.06.01.02.02. Xray Kidneys
03.06.01.02.03. Xray Abdominal Aorta
03.06.01.02.04. Miscellaneous Xray Abdomen Plain Film
03.06.01.03. Xray Joints And Bony Structures
03.06.01.03.01. Xray Bones General Features
03.06.01.03.02. Xray Skull
03.06.01.03.03. Xray Cervical Thoracic and/or Lumbosacral Spine
03.06.01.03.04. Xray Pelvis
03.06.01.03.05. Xray Long Bones Extremities
03.06.01.03.06. Xray Hands or Feet
03.06.01.03.07. Xray Joints
03.06.01.04. Xray Soft Tissues
03.06.01.04.01. Xray Intracranial Sinuses
03.06.01.04.02. Xray Neck Soft Tissues
03.06.01.04.03. Xray Extremities Soft Tissues
03.06.01.04.04. Mammography
03.06.01.04.05. Miscellaneous Xray Soft Tissues
03.06.02. Ultrasonography
03.06.02.01. Ultrasonography of Heart And Great Vessels
03.06.02.02. Ultrasonography Plethysmography and Doppler Flow Studies Blood Ves
03.06.02.03. Ultrasonography Abdomen
03.06.02.03.01. Ultrasonography Kidneys and Retroperitoneum
03.06.02.03.02. Ultrasonography Liver And Biliary Tract
03.06.02.03.03. Ultrasonography Pancreas
03.06.02.03.04. Ultrasonography Abdominal Vessels
03.06.02.03.05. Ultrasonography Pelvis
03.06.02.03.06. Miscellaneous Ultrasonography
03.06.02.04. Computerized Axial Tomograpy and Magnetic Resonance Imaging
03.06.02.04.01. Computerized Tomography or MRI Head
03.06.02.04.01.01. Computerized Tomography or MRI Head
03.06.02.04.01.02. Computerized Tomography or MRI Face and Bony Skull
03.06.02.04.02. Computerized Tomography or MRI Chest
03.06.02.04.03. Computerized Tomography or MRI Abdomen
03.06.02.04.04. Computerized Tomography Pelvis
03.06.02.04.05. Computerized Tomography or MRI Spine
03.06.02.04.06. Miscellaneous Computerized Axial Tomograpy and MRI
03.06.03. Radiographic Contrast Studies
03.06.03.01. Bronchography
03.06.03.02. Angiocardiography
03.06.03.03. Pulmonary Arteriography
03.06.03.04. Gastrointestinal Barium Contrast Studies
03.06.03.04.01. Barium Swallow or Cine-Esophogram
03.06.03.04.02. Upper GI Series Barium Meal
03.06.03.04.03. Small Bowel Follow Through
03.06.03.04.04. Barium Enema
03.06.03.05. Pancreatography Retrograde
03.06.03.06. Cholecystography
03.06.03.07. Intravenous Cholangiography
03.06.03.08. Percutaneous Cholangiography
03.06.03.09. Endoscopic Retrograde Cholangiopancreatography
03.06.03.10. Pyelography
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03.06.03.11. Cystography
03.06.03.12. Myelography
03.06.03.13. Angiography <extra cardiac>
03.06.03.13.01. Cerebral Angiography
03.06.03.13.02. Thoracic <non cardiac> Angiography
03.06.03.13.03. Abdominal Angiography
03.06.03.13.04. Renal and Adrenal Angiography
03.06.03.13.05. Extremities Angiography
03.06.03.14. Lymphangiography
03.06.03.15. Hysterosalpingography
03.06.03.16. Miscellaneous Radiographic Contrast Studies
03.06.04. Radionuclide Imaging
03.06.04.01. Brain Radioisotope Scan
03.06.04.02. Thyroid Radioisotope Scan
03.06.04.03. Cardiac Radioisotope Scan
03.06.04.04. Lung Radioisotope Scan
03.06.04.05. Hepatobiliary Radioisotope Scan
03.06.04.06. Kidney Radioisotope Scan
03.06.04.07. Bone Radioisotope Scan
03.06.04.08. Miscellaneous Radionclide Imaging
03.07. Endoscopic Visualization Procedures
03.07.01. Respiratory Tract Endoscopy
03.07.01.01. Laryngoscopy
03.07.01.02. Bronchoscopy or Bronchial-Alveolar Lavage
03.07.02. Gastrointestinal Endoscopy
03.07.02.01. Esophagoscopy Gastroscopy And/Or Duodenoscopy
03.07.02.02. Sigmoidoscopy And/Or Colonoscopy
03.07.03. Peritoneoscopy
03.07.04. Cystoscopy and Cystometrogram
03.07.05. Culdoscopy and Culdocentesis
03.07.06. Arthroscopy
03.07.07. Miscellaneous Endoscopic Visualization Procedures
03.08. Biopsies and/or Histopathological Studies
03.08.01. Biopsy Nervous System
03.08.01.01. Brain Biopsy
03.08.01.02. Peripheral Nerve Biopsy
03.08.02. Respiratory Tract Histopathological Studies
03.08.02.01. Oropharynx Biopsy
03.08.02.02. Upper Respiratory Tract Biopsy
03.08.02.03. Bronchial Washings Or Brush Biopsy
03.08.02.04. Lung Biopsy
03.08.02.04.01. Endobronchial or Transbronchial Biopsy
03.08.02.04.02. Open Lung Biopsy
03.08.02.04.03. Lung Biopsy unspecified
03.08.02.05. Pleura Biopsy
03.08.03. Breast Biopsy/Aspirate
03.08.04. Endocrine Organ Biopsy
03.08.04.01. Pituitary Biopsy
03.08.04.02. Thyroid Biopsy
03.08.04.03. Parathyroid Biospy
03.08.04.04. Adrenal Biopsy
03.08.04.05. Gonadal Biopsy
03.08.05. Cardiovascular Biopsy
03.08.05.01. Myocardial Biopsy
03.08.05.02. Pericardial Biopsy
03.08.05.03. Blood Vessel Biopsy
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03.08.06. Gastrointestinal Tract and Peritoneum Histopathological Studies
03.08.06.01. Esophagus Biopsy
03.08.06.02. Stomach Biopsy
03.08.06.03. Duodenum or Small Intestine Biopsy
03.08.06.04. Colon Biopsy
03.08.06.05. Rectum or Anus Biopsy
03.08.06.06. Hepatobiliary Histopathological Studies
03.08.06.06.01. Liver Biopsy or Aspirate
03.08.06.06.02. Biliary Tract Biopsy
03.08.06.07. Pancreas Biospy
03.08.06.08. Peritoneum Biopsy
03.08.06.09. Miscellaneous Gastrointestinal Biopsies
03.08.07. Genitourinary Histopathological Studies
03.08.07.01. Kidney Biopsy
03.08.07.02. Ureter or Urinary Bladder Biopsy
03.08.07.03. Uterus Biopsy or Curettage
03.08.07.04. Prostate Biopsy or Aspirate
03.08.07.05. Miscellaneous Genitourinary Histopathological Studies
03.08.08. Hematopoetic And Reticuloendothelial Histopathological Studies
03.08.08.01. Bone Marrow Biopsy
03.08.08.01.01. Bone Marrow Aspirate and Biopsy Routine Studies
03.08.08.01.02. Bone Marrow Microbiological Studies
03.08.08.01.03. Bone Marrow Special Studies
03.08.08.02. Lymph Node Biopsy or Aspirate
03.08.08.03. Splenic Aspirate or Biopsy
03.08.09. Skin Biopsy
03.08.10. Musculoskeletal Histopathological Studies
03.08.10.01. Skin-To-Muscle Biopsy
03.08.10.02. Muscle Biopsy
03.08.10.03. Bone Biopsy
03.08.10.04. Synovium Biopsy
03.08.10.05. Miscellaneous Musculoskeletal Histopathological Studies
03.08.11. Miscellaneous Biopsies and/or Histopathological Studies
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APPENDIX B

PARTIAL LIST OF SECTION TERMINOLOGY UNIQUE CONCEPT IDENTIFIERS

Below is a list of all terms in the Section Terminology with levels higher than level 3.
There are 556 concept terms in this list (out of a total of 1109). Tree numbers are the
corresponding frequencies represents the frequency of the section in the training set.
Those concepts that are “composite concepts” – not a primary grouping – are designated
as such.

source_and_reliability (Tree:1, Frequency: 0.0000)
history_source (Tree:1.1, Frequency: 0.4462)
reliability (Tree:1.2, Frequency: 0.0000)
document_types (Tree:2, Frequency: 0.0000)
general_history_and_physical (Tree:2.3, Frequency: 0.0000)
inpatient_history_and_physical (Tree:2.3.1, Frequency: 0.0000)
clinic_history_and_physical (Tree:2.3.2, Frequency: 0.0000)
attending_admission_confirmation_note (Tree:2.3.3, Frequency: 0.0000)
discharge_summary (Tree:2.4, Frequency: 0.0000)
clinic_note (Tree:2.5, Frequency: 0.0000)
progress_note (Tree:2.6, Frequency: 0.0000)
procedure_note (Tree:2.7, Frequency: 0.0000)
epidural_procedure_note (Tree:2.7.4, Frequency: 0.0000)
consultation_note (Tree:2.8, Frequency: 0.0000)
operative_notes (Tree:2.9, Frequency: 0.0000)
post_operative_note (Tree:2.9.5, Frequency: 0.0000)
brief_operative_note (Tree:2.9.6, Frequency: 0.0000)
providers (Tree:3, Frequency: 0.0049)
providers_by_type (Tree:3.10, Frequency: 0.0000)
physician (Tree:3.10.7, Frequency: 0.0071)
dictating_physician (Tree:3.10.7.1, Frequency: 0.3353)
requesting_physician (Tree:3.10.7.2, Frequency: 0.0000)
private_physician (Tree:3.10.7.3, Frequency: 0.0000)
surgeon (Tree:3.10.7.4, Frequency: 0.0029)
pediatrician (Tree:3.10.7.5, Frequency: 0.0000)
obstetrician (Tree:3.10.7.6, Frequency: 0.0002)
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primary_physician (Tree:3.10.7.7, Frequency: 0.2530)
other_housestaff (Tree:3.10.7.8, Frequency: 0.3183)
attending_physician (Tree:3.10.7.9, Frequency: 0.7065)
anesthesiologist (Tree:3.10.7.10, Frequency: 0.0000)
additional_attending_physician (Tree:3.10.7.11, Frequency: 0.0000)
additional_resident (Tree:3.10.7.12, Frequency: 0.0000)
intern (Tree:3.10.7.13, Frequency: 0.0075)
resident (Tree:3.10.7.14, Frequency: 0.0143)
fellow (Tree:3.10.7.15, Frequency: 0.0019)
pathologist (Tree:3.10.7.16, Frequency: 0.0007)
radiologist (Tree:3.10.7.17, Frequency: 0.0002)
infectious_disease_attending (Tree:3.10.7.18, Frequency: 0.0000)
cardiologist (Tree:3.10.7.19, Frequency: 0.0048)
nonphysician (Tree:3.10.8, Frequency: 0.0000)
midwife (Tree:3.10.8.20, Frequency: 0.0000)
orthodontist (Tree:3.10.8.21, Frequency: 0.0000)
nurse_practitioner (Tree:3.10.8.22, Frequency: 0.0003)
providers_by_role (Tree:3.11, Frequency: 0.0000)
assistant (Tree:3.11.9, Frequency: 0.0000)
first_assistant (Tree:3.11.9.23, Frequency: 0.0000)
second_assistant (Tree:3.11.9.24, Frequency: 0.0000)
referral (Tree:3.11.10, Frequency: 0.0008)
referring_physician (Tree:3.11.10.25, Frequency: 0.0020)
additional_referring_physician (Tree:3.11.10.26, Frequency: 0.0000)
consultant (Tree:3.11.11, Frequency: 0.1339)
operating_room_consultation (Tree:3.11.11.27, Frequency: 0.0000)
endoscopist (Tree:3.11.12, Frequency: 0.0000)
perfusionist (Tree:3.11.13, Frequency: 0.0000)
standard_coding_systems (Tree:4, Frequency: 0.0000)
cpt_code (Tree:4.12, Frequency: 0.0017)
icd_code (Tree:4.13, Frequency: 0.0000)
patient_history (Tree:5, Frequency: 0.0987)
demographics (Tree:5.14, Frequency: 0.0002)
age (Tree:5.14.14, Frequency: 0.0114)
estimated_gestational_age (Tree:5.14.14.28, Frequency: 0.0000)
race (Tree:5.14.15, Frequency: 0.0000)
gender (Tree:5.14.16, Frequency: 0.0005)
address (Tree:5.14.17, Frequency: 0.0015)
home_address (Tree:5.14.17.29, Frequency: 0.0000)
work_address (Tree:5.14.17.30, Frequency: 0.0000)
emergency_contact (Tree:5.14.18, Frequency: 0.0000)
insurance (Tree:5.14.19, Frequency: 0.0005)
phone_number (Tree:5.14.20, Frequency: 0.0034)
home_phone_number (Tree:5.14.20.31, Frequency: 0.0003)
cell_phone_number (Tree:5.14.20.32, Frequency: 0.0022)
work_phone_number (Tree:5.14.20.33, Frequency: 0.0010)
patient_name (Tree:5.14.21, Frequency: 0.7799)
mrn (Tree:5.14.22, Frequency: 0.5371)
gravida (Tree:5.14.23, Frequency: 0.0112)
para (Tree:5.14.24, Frequency: 0.0063)
clinic (Tree:5.14.25, Frequency: 0.0127)
room (Tree:5.14.26, Frequency: 0.0071)
unit (Tree:5.14.27, Frequency: 0.0394)
ssn (Tree:5.14.28, Frequency: 0.0000)
case_number (Tree:5.14.29, Frequency: 0.0144)
admission_date (Tree:5.15, Frequency: 0.0000)
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service (Tree:5.15.31, Frequency: 0.2472)
admitting_attending (Tree:5.15.32, Frequency: 0.0003)
consultation_attending (Tree:5.15.33, Frequency: 0.0000)
date_time (Tree:5.16, Frequency: 0.3995)
date (Tree:5.16.35, Frequency: 0.0156)
date_of_birth (Tree:5.16.35.34, Frequency: 0.0042)
date_of_discharge (Tree:5.16.35.35, Frequency: 0.0156)
date_of_death (Tree:5.16.35.36, Frequency: 0.0000)
date_of_injury (Tree:5.16.35.37, Frequency: 0.0000)
date_of_surgery (Tree:5.16.35.38, Frequency: 0.0000)
date_of_examination (Tree:5.16.35.39, Frequency: 0.0000)
date_of_autopsy (Tree:5.16.35.40, Frequency: 0.0000)
date_of_procedure (Tree:5.16.35.41, Frequency: 0.0000)
date_of_request (Tree:5.16.35.42, Frequency: 0.0000)
date_of_service (Tree:5.16.35.43, Frequency: 0.0612)
date_of_admission (Tree:5.16.35.44, Frequency: 0.2850)
report_date (Tree:5.16.35.45, Frequency: 0.0000)
duration_of_recording (Tree:5.16.35.46, Frequency: 0.0000)
due_date (Tree:5.16.35.47, Frequency: 0.0000)
conception_date (Tree:5.16.35.48, Frequency: 0.0000)
date_dictated (Tree:5.16.35.49, Frequency: 0.1220)
date_transcribed (Tree:5.16.35.50, Frequency: 0.1732)
time (Tree:5.16.36, Frequency: 0.0029)
time_of_arrival (Tree:5.16.36.51, Frequency: 0.0003)
time_of_injury (Tree:5.16.36.52, Frequency: 0.0000)
time_of_birth (Tree:5.16.36.53, Frequency: 0.0000)
patient_summary (Tree:5.17, Frequency: 0.0002)
identifying_information (Tree:5.18, Frequency: 0.0110)
code_status (Tree:5.19, Frequency: 0.0184)
living_will (Tree:5.20, Frequency: 0.0007)
livingwill_codestatus (Tree:5.20-28, Frequency: 0.0000) , composite concept
condition (Tree:5.21, Frequency: 0.0071)
admission_condition (Tree:5.21.37, Frequency: 0.0002)
discharge_condition (Tree:5.21.38, Frequency: 0.0008)
diagnoses (Tree:5.22, Frequency: 0.0139)
principal_diagnosis (Tree:5.22.39, Frequency: 0.0027)
secondary_diagnoses (Tree:5.22.40, Frequency: 0.0037)
diagnosis_at_death (Tree:5.22.41, Frequency: 0.0002)
other_diagnosis (Tree:5.22.42, Frequency: 0.0000)
cytologic_diagnosis (Tree:5.22.43, Frequency: 0.0000)
admission_diagnosis (Tree:5.22.44, Frequency: 0.0138)
discharge_diagnosis (Tree:5.22.45, Frequency: 0.0010)
postprocedure_diagnosis (Tree:5.22.46, Frequency: 0.0003)
preprocedure_diagnosis (Tree:5.22.47, Frequency: 0.0005)
final_diagnosis (Tree:5.22.48, Frequency: 0.0000)
psychiatric_diagnostic_classifications (Tree:5.22.49, Frequency: 0.0000)
axis_i (Tree:5.22.49.54, Frequency: 0.0003)
axis_ii (Tree:5.22.49.55, Frequency: 0.0003)
axis_iii (Tree:5.22.49.56, Frequency: 0.0003)
axis_iv (Tree:5.22.49.57, Frequency: 0.0003)
axis_v (Tree:5.22.49.58, Frequency: 0.0024)
procedures (Tree:5.23, Frequency: 0.0112)
secondary_procedures (Tree:5.23.50, Frequency: 0.0003)
principal_procedures (Tree:5.23.51, Frequency: 0.0024)
surgical_procedures (Tree:5.23.52, Frequency: 0.0037)
diet (Tree:5.24, Frequency: 0.0129)
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discharge_diet (Tree:5.24.53, Frequency: 0.0003)
birth_history (Tree:5.25, Frequency: 0.0000)
birth_weight (Tree:5.25.54, Frequency: 0.0002)
birth_length (Tree:5.25.55, Frequency: 0.0000)
birth_headcircumference (Tree:5.25.56, Frequency: 0.0000)
chief_complaint (Tree:5.26, Frequency: 0.7601)
reason_for_consult (Tree:5.27, Frequency: 0.0007)
history_present_illness (Tree:5.28, Frequency: 0.9225)
subjective (Tree:5.28.57, Frequency: 0.0032)
history_of_exposure (Tree:5.28.58, Frequency: 0.0000)
brief_history (Tree:5.28.59, Frequency: 0.0058)
current_pregnancy (Tree:5.28.60, Frequency: 0.0000)
other_issues (Tree:5.28.61, Frequency: 0.0073)
pertinent_clinical_findings (Tree:5.28.62, Frequency: 0.0000)
pain_history (Tree:5.28.63, Frequency: 0.0000)
pain_temporal_pattern (Tree:5.28.63.59, Frequency: 0.0000)
pain_alleviating_factors (Tree:5.28.63.60, Frequency: 0.0000)
pain_initiating_event (Tree:5.28.63.61, Frequency: 0.0000)
reason_for_study (Tree:5.29, Frequency: 0.0002)
risk_factors (Tree:5.30, Frequency: 0.0083)
cardiac_risk_factors (Tree:5.30.64, Frequency: 0.0185)
gi_risk_factors (Tree:5.30.65, Frequency: 0.0000)
cancer_risk_factors (Tree:5.30.66, Frequency: 0.0000)
derm_risk_factors (Tree:5.30.67, Frequency: 0.0000)
neurological_risk_factors (Tree:5.30.68, Frequency: 0.0000)
cerebral_vascular_risk_factors (Tree:5.30.68.62, Frequency: 0.0002)
epilepsy_risk_factors (Tree:5.30.68.63, Frequency: 0.0000)
congenital_risk_factors (Tree:5.30.69, Frequency: 0.0000)
pulmonary_risk_factors (Tree:5.30.70, Frequency: 0.0000)
trauma_risk_factors (Tree:5.30.71, Frequency: 0.0000)
abuse_risk_factors (Tree:5.30.72, Frequency: 0.0000)
psychological_risk_factors (Tree:5.30.73, Frequency: 0.0000)
home_risk_factors (Tree:5.30.73.64, Frequency: 0.0007)
work_risk_factors (Tree:5.30.73.65, Frequency: 0.0005)
changes_to_admission_note (Tree:5.31, Frequency: 0.0002)
hospital_course (Tree:5.32, Frequency: 0.0049)
clinical_trend (Tree:5.32.74, Frequency: 0.0000)
hospital_course_by_problem (Tree:5.32.75, Frequency: 0.0000)
hospital_course_by_location (Tree:5.32.76, Frequency: 0.0000)
emergency_department_course (Tree:5.32.76.66, Frequency: 0.0000)
nursery_course (Tree:5.32.76.67, Frequency: 0.0000)
nicu_course (Tree:5.32.76.68, Frequency: 0.0000)
micu_course (Tree:5.32.76.69, Frequency: 0.0000)
hospital_course_by_system (Tree:5.32.77, Frequency: 0.0002)
general_course (Tree:5.32.77.70, Frequency: 0.0003)
derm_course (Tree:5.32.77.71, Frequency: 0.0005)
heent_course (Tree:5.32.77.72, Frequency: 0.0005)
lymphatic_course (Tree:5.32.77.73, Frequency: 0.0010)
hematology_course (Tree:5.32.77.74, Frequency: 0.0000)
cardiovascular_course (Tree:5.32.77.75, Frequency: 0.0015)
vascular_course (Tree:5.32.77.76, Frequency: 0.0000)
thorax_course (Tree:5.32.77.77, Frequency: 0.0000)
gastrointestinal_course (Tree:5.32.77.78, Frequency: 0.0003)
genitourinary_course (Tree:5.32.77.79, Frequency: 0.0003)
neuro_psych_course (Tree:5.32.77.80, Frequency: 0.0000)
musculoskeletal_rheumatological_course (Tree:5.32.77.81, Frequency: 0.0000)
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immunologic_course (Tree:5.32.77.82, Frequency: 0.0000)
allergies_course (Tree:5.32.77.83, Frequency: 0.0000)
endocrine_metabolic_course (Tree:5.32.77.84, Frequency: 0.0000)
infectious_disease_course (Tree:5.32.77.85, Frequency: 0.0000)
oncology_course (Tree:5.32.77.86, Frequency: 0.0000)
pulmonary_course (Tree:5.32.77.87, Frequency: 0.0012)
fluid_electrolyte_nutrition_course (Tree:5.32.77.88, Frequency: 0.0002)
fluid_electrolyte_nutrition_gastrointestinal_cours (Tree:5.32.77.88-33, Frequency: 0.0000) ,
composite concept
transport_history (Tree:5.33, Frequency: 0.0002)
family_and_social_history (Tree:5.34, Frequency: 0.0549)
personal_and_social_history (Tree:5.34.78, Frequency: 0.7317)
infectious_disease_exposure_history (Tree:5.34.78.89, Frequency: 0.0000)
education_history (Tree:5.34.78.90, Frequency: 0.0056)
occupational_history (Tree:5.34.78.91, Frequency: 0.0241)
occupational_environmental_history (Tree:5.34.78.91-18, Frequency: 0.0000) , composite concept
environmental_history (Tree:5.34.78.92, Frequency: 0.0000)
substance_use (Tree:5.34.78.93, Frequency: 0.3246)
family_enviroment (Tree:5.34.78.94, Frequency: 0.0773)
sexual_activity_history (Tree:5.34.78.95, Frequency: 0.0012)
habits (Tree:5.34.78.96, Frequency: 0.0073)
diet_history (Tree:5.34.78.97, Frequency: 0.0000)
travel_history (Tree:5.34.78.98, Frequency: 0.0003)
religious_history (Tree:5.34.78.99, Frequency: 0.0000)
psychological_stressors (Tree:5.34.78.100, Frequency: 0.0003)
family_medical_history (Tree:5.34.79, Frequency: 0.7004)
family_history_by_relationship (Tree:5.34.79.102, Frequency: 0.0019)
family_history_by_category (Tree:5.34.79.103, Frequency: 0.0002)
past_medical_history (Tree:5.35, Frequency: 0.7992)
past_medical_history_and_physical_examination (Tree:5.35-24, Frequency: 0.0576) , composite concept
chronic_illnesses (Tree:5.35.80, Frequency: 0.0000)
cardiac_history (Tree:5.35.81, Frequency: 0.0048)
hemetologic_oncologic_history (Tree:5.35.82, Frequency: 0.0000)
oncologic_history (Tree:5.35.82.104, Frequency: 0.0032)
hematologic_history (Tree:5.35.82.105, Frequency: 0.0000)
gi_history (Tree:5.35.83, Frequency: 0.0000)
past_surgical_history (Tree:5.35.84, Frequency: 0.1551)
past_anesthesia_history (Tree:5.35.84.106, Frequency: 0.0020)
past_gi_surgery (Tree:5.35.84.107, Frequency: 0.0000)
blood_products (Tree:5.35.85, Frequency: 0.0032)
radiation_therapy_or_exposure_history (Tree:5.35.86, Frequency: 0.0000)
invasive_diagnostic_procedure_history (Tree:5.35.87, Frequency: 0.0000)
trauma_history (Tree:5.35.88, Frequency: 0.0000)
injury_history (Tree:5.35.89, Frequency: 0.0022)
prior_hosptilization (Tree:5.35.90, Frequency: 0.0192)
reproductive_history (Tree:5.35.91, Frequency: 0.0039)
obstetric_history (Tree:5.35.91.108, Frequency: 0.0042)
gynecologic_history (Tree:5.35.91.109, Frequency: 0.0019)
genetic_diseases (Tree:5.35.92, Frequency: 0.0002)
outpatient_history (Tree:5.35.93, Frequency: 0.0000)
growth_development (Tree:5.35.94, Frequency: 0.0005)
social_development (Tree:5.35.94.110, Frequency: 0.0000)
fine_motor_development (Tree:5.35.94.111, Frequency: 0.0000)
gross_motor_development (Tree:5.35.94.112, Frequency: 0.0002)
speech_development (Tree:5.35.94.113, Frequency: 0.0000)
prenatal_development (Tree:5.35.94.114, Frequency: 0.0000)
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childhood_disease_history (Tree:5.35.95, Frequency: 0.0000)
congenital_disease_history (Tree:5.35.96, Frequency: 0.0000)
cognitive_history (Tree:5.35.97, Frequency: 0.0000)
seizure_history (Tree:5.35.98, Frequency: 0.0014)
blood_type (Tree:5.35.99, Frequency: 0.0003)
psychiatric_history (Tree:5.35.100, Frequency: 0.0008)
vascular_medical_history (Tree:5.35.101, Frequency: 0.0000)
health_maintenance (Tree:5.36, Frequency: 0.0197)
immunizations (Tree:5.36.102, Frequency: 0.0525)
childhood_immunizations (Tree:5.36.102.115, Frequency: 0.0000)
screening_tests (Tree:5.36.103, Frequency: 0.0019)
cancer_screening_tests (Tree:5.36.103.116, Frequency: 0.0000)
diabetes_screen (Tree:5.36.103.117, Frequency: 0.0000)
lipid_screen (Tree:5.36.103.118, Frequency: 0.0000)
osteoporosis_screen (Tree:5.36.103.119, Frequency: 0.0005)
medications (Tree:5.37, Frequency: 0.6850)
medication_history (Tree:5.37.105, Frequency: 0.0005)
medications_by_situation (Tree:5.37.106, Frequency: 0.0000)
medications_outside_hospital (Tree:5.37.106.120, Frequency: 0.0000)
medications_at_transfer (Tree:5.37.106.121, Frequency: 0.0014)
admission_medications (Tree:5.37.106.122, Frequency: 0.0053)
inpatient_medications (Tree:5.37.106.123, Frequency: 0.0007)
outpatient_medications (Tree:5.37.106.124, Frequency: 0.0150)
discharge_medications (Tree:5.37.106.125, Frequency: 0.0024)
current_medications (Tree:5.37.106.126, Frequency: 0.0435)
postoperative_medications (Tree:5.37.106.127, Frequency: 0.0000)
labor_medications (Tree:5.37.106.128, Frequency: 0.0000)
medications_by_type (Tree:5.37.107, Frequency: 0.0000)
immunosuppressants_medications (Tree:5.37.107.129, Frequency: 0.0000)
chemotherapeutics (Tree:5.37.107.130, Frequency: 0.0031)
antibiotics (Tree:5.37.107.131, Frequency: 0.0073)
alternative_therapies (Tree:5.37.107.132, Frequency: 0.0000)
allergies_and_adverse_reactions (Tree:5.38, Frequency: 0.6811)
medication_allergies (Tree:5.38.108, Frequency: 0.0173)
food_allergies (Tree:5.38.109, Frequency: 0.0000)
environmental_allergies (Tree:5.38.110, Frequency: 0.0000)
contrast_allergies (Tree:5.38.111, Frequency: 0.0000)
latex_allergy (Tree:5.38.112, Frequency: 0.0000)
review_of_systems (Tree:5.39, Frequency: 0.7062)
ros_pmh_familyhx_socialhx (Tree:5.39-34, Frequency: 0.0024) , composite concept
general (Tree:5.39.113, Frequency: 0.3269)
skin (Tree:5.39.114, Frequency: 0.3441)
heent (Tree:5.39.115, Frequency: 0.0608)
head_neck (Tree:5.39.115.133, Frequency: 0.0034)
ent (Tree:5.39.115.134, Frequency: 0.2066)
eye_ear_nose_throat (Tree:5.39.115.134-20, Frequency: 0.0003) , composite concept
ophthalmologic (Tree:5.39.115.135, Frequency: 0.2085)
oropharynx (Tree:5.39.115.136, Frequency: 0.0002)
face (Tree:5.39.115.137, Frequency: 0.0015)
lymphatic (Tree:5.39.116, Frequency: 0.0005)
hematology (Tree:5.39.117, Frequency: 0.0503)
hematologic_lymphatic_immunologic (Tree:5.39.117-17, Frequency: 0.0000) , composite concept
hematologic_lymphatic (Tree:5.39.117-14, Frequency: 0.1293) , composite concept
hematologic_oncologic (Tree:5.39.117-10, Frequency: 0.0003) , composite concept
coagulation_history (Tree:5.39.117.138, Frequency: 0.0095)
cardiovascular (Tree:5.39.118, Frequency: 0.2829)
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chest_pain_ros (Tree:5.39.118.139, Frequency: 0.0000)
vascular (Tree:5.39.119, Frequency: 0.0328)
thorax (Tree:5.39.120, Frequency: 0.0002)
chest (Tree:5.39.120.140, Frequency: 0.0528)
back (Tree:5.39.120.141, Frequency: 0.0008)
breast (Tree:5.39.120.142, Frequency: 0.0053)
gastrointestinal (Tree:5.39.121, Frequency: 0.3364)
abdomen (Tree:5.39.121.144, Frequency: 0.0049)
bowel_habits (Tree:5.39.121.145, Frequency: 0.0073)
dysphagia (Tree:5.39.121.146, Frequency: 0.0219)
jaundice_history (Tree:5.39.121.147, Frequency: 0.0000)
nausea_vomiting_regurgitation (Tree:5.39.121.148, Frequency: 0.0000)
genitourinary (Tree:5.39.122, Frequency: 0.3026)
urinary_tract (Tree:5.39.122.149, Frequency: 0.0000)
genital (Tree:5.39.122.150, Frequency: 0.0015)
neuro_psych (Tree:5.39.123, Frequency: 0.0002)
psychiatric (Tree:5.39.123.151, Frequency: 0.1808)
neuropsychiatric_medication_administration_history (Tree:5.39.123.152, Frequency: 0.0000)
headache (Tree:5.39.123.153, Frequency: 0.0574)
neurological (Tree:5.39.123.154, Frequency: 0.2622)
sleep_disturbances (Tree:5.39.123.155, Frequency: 0.0000)
mental_status (Tree:5.39.123.156, Frequency: 0.0109)
speech (Tree:5.39.123.157, Frequency: 0.0014)
memory (Tree:5.39.123.158, Frequency: 0.0005)
musculoskeletal_rheumatological (Tree:5.39.124, Frequency: 0.0002)
musculoskeletal (Tree:5.39.124.160, Frequency: 0.2800)
rheumatological (Tree:5.39.124.161, Frequency: 0.0002)
immunologic (Tree:5.39.125, Frequency: 0.0865)
extremities (Tree:5.39.126, Frequency: 0.0209)
allergies (Tree:5.39.127, Frequency: 0.0119)
allergy_lymphatic (Tree:5.39.127-13, Frequency: 0.0000) , composite concept
endocrine_metabolic (Tree:5.39.128, Frequency: 0.0000)
endocrine (Tree:5.39.128.163, Frequency: 0.1893)
metabolic (Tree:5.39.128.164, Frequency: 0.0012)
infectious_disease (Tree:5.39.129, Frequency: 0.0049)
congenital (Tree:5.39.130, Frequency: 0.0000)
oncology (Tree:5.39.131, Frequency: 0.0002)
pulmonary (Tree:5.39.132, Frequency: 0.3196)
renal (Tree:5.39.133, Frequency: 0.0073)
objective_data (Tree:6, Frequency: 0.0155)
physical_examination (Tree:6.40, Frequency: 0.9438)
general_exam (Tree:6.40.135, Frequency: 0.6136)
vital_signs (Tree:6.40.136, Frequency: 0.5601)
temperature (Tree:6.40.136.165, Frequency: 0.3239)
heart_rate (Tree:6.40.136.166, Frequency: 0.2659)
respiratory_rate (Tree:6.40.136.167, Frequency: 0.2685)
weight (Tree:6.40.136.168, Frequency: 0.1064)
weight_percentile (Tree:6.40.136.169, Frequency: 0.0000)
height (Tree:6.40.136.170, Frequency: 0.0160)
height_percentile (Tree:6.40.136.171, Frequency: 0.0000)
head_circumference (Tree:6.40.136.172, Frequency: 0.0000)
head_percentile (Tree:6.40.136.173, Frequency: 0.0000)
length (Tree:6.40.136.174, Frequency: 0.0014)
occipitofrontal_diameter (Tree:6.40.136.175, Frequency: 0.0000)
blood_pressure (Tree:6.40.136.176, Frequency: 0.3375)
oxygen_saturation (Tree:6.40.136.177, Frequency: 0.0598)
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pain (Tree:6.40.136.178, Frequency: 0.0316)
body_mass_index (Tree:6.40.136.179, Frequency: 0.0008)
neck_circumference (Tree:6.40.136.180, Frequency: 0.0000)
body_surface_area (Tree:6.40.136.181, Frequency: 0.0000)
fluid_balance (Tree:6.40.136.182, Frequency: 0.0010)
asa_class (Tree:6.40.136.183, Frequency: 0.0000)
ballard_exam (Tree:6.40.137, Frequency: 0.0000)
apgar_score (Tree:6.40.138, Frequency: 0.0002)
1_minute_apgar (Tree:6.40.138.186, Frequency: 0.0000)
5_minute_apgar (Tree:6.40.138.187, Frequency: 0.0000)
10_minute_apgar (Tree:6.40.138.188, Frequency: 0.0000)
anatomic_exam (Tree:6.40.139, Frequency: 0.0126)
derm_exam (Tree:6.40.139.190, Frequency: 0.3954)
skin_and_breast_exam (Tree:6.40.139.190-31, Frequency: 0.0007) , composite concept
head_neck_exam (Tree:6.40.139.191, Frequency: 0.0068)
endocrine_exam (Tree:6.40.139.192, Frequency: 0.0025)
hematologic_lymphatic_oncologic_exam (Tree:6.40.139.193, Frequency: 0.0000)
cardiovascular_exam (Tree:6.40.139.194, Frequency: 0.7641)
chest_exam (Tree:6.40.139.195, Frequency: 0.1988)
gastrointestinal_exam (Tree:6.40.139.196, Frequency: 0.4877)
gastrointestinal_genitourinary_exam (Tree:6.40.139.196-15, Frequency: 0.0007) , composite
concept
anorectal_exam (Tree:6.40.139.197, Frequency: 0.0000)
genitourinary_exam (Tree:6.40.139.198, Frequency: 0.1186)
genital_rectal_exam (Tree:6.40.139.198-7, Frequency: 0.0029) , composite concept
neuro_psych_exam (Tree:6.40.139.199, Frequency: 0.0000)
musculoskeletal_rheumatological_exam (Tree:6.40.139.200, Frequency: 0.1105)
musculoskeletal_extremity_exam (Tree:6.40.139.200-26, Frequency: 0.3772) , composite concept
vascular_exam (Tree:6.40.139.201, Frequency: 0.0360)
extremity_exam (Tree:6.40.139.202, Frequency: 0.4182)
extremities_hip_exam (Tree:6.40.139.202-22, Frequency: 0.0000) , composite concept
extremity_and_joint_exam (Tree:6.40.139.202-0, Frequency: 0.0000) , composite concept
non_anatomic_examinations (Tree:6.40.140, Frequency: 0.0000)
wound_exam (Tree:6.40.140.203, Frequency: 0.0051)
ulcer_exam (Tree:6.40.140.204, Frequency: 0.0051)
burn_exam (Tree:6.40.140.205, Frequency: 0.0019)
laboratory_and_radiology_data (Tree:6.41, Frequency: 0.5331)
telemetry (Tree:6.41.142, Frequency: 0.0044)
laboratory_data (Tree:6.41.144, Frequency: 0.2420)
common_chemistries (Tree:6.41.144.206, Frequency: 0.0003)
csf_analysis (Tree:6.41.144.207, Frequency: 0.0000)
urinalysis (Tree:6.41.144.208, Frequency: 0.0921)
ascitic_fluid_or_peritoneal_aspirate_analysis (Tree:6.41.144.209, Frequency: 0.0000)
joint_fluid_analysis (Tree:6.41.144.210, Frequency: 0.0000)
pericardial_fluid_analysis (Tree:6.41.144.211, Frequency: 0.0000)
pleural_fluid_analysis (Tree:6.41.144.212, Frequency: 0.0000)
skin_testing (Tree:6.41.144.213, Frequency: 0.0002)
toxicological_studies (Tree:6.41.144.214, Frequency: 0.0000)
microbiology (Tree:6.41.144.215, Frequency: 0.0005)
biopsies_consistent_with_malignant_neoplastic_diso (Tree:6.41.144.216, Frequency: 0.0000)
electron_microscopy (Tree:6.41.144.217, Frequency: 0.0000)
cardiovascular_studies (Tree:6.41.145, Frequency: 0.0008)
radiological_cardiological_studies (Tree:6.41.145-25, Frequency: 0.0000) , composite concept
electrophysiology_results (Tree:6.41.145.218, Frequency: 0.0000)
echocardiogram (Tree:6.41.145.219, Frequency: 0.0379)
valvular_data (Tree:6.41.145.220, Frequency: 0.0019)
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electrocardiogram (Tree:6.41.145.221, Frequency: 0.2508)
stress_test (Tree:6.41.145.222, Frequency: 0.0036)
pulmonary_tests (Tree:6.41.146, Frequency: 0.0000)
sleep_studies (Tree:6.41.146.224, Frequency: 0.0003)
abg (Tree:6.41.146.225, Frequency: 0.0146)
pfts (Tree:6.41.146.226, Frequency: 0.0054)
neurological_studies (Tree:6.41.147, Frequency: 0.0000)
eeg (Tree:6.41.147.227, Frequency: 0.0029)
visual_and_auditory_evoked_potentials (Tree:6.41.147.228, Frequency: 0.0000)
electronystagmogram_and_vestibular_function_tests (Tree:6.41.147.229, Frequency: 0.0000)
electromyography (Tree:6.41.147.230, Frequency: 0.0000)
nerve_conduction_velocities (Tree:6.41.147.231, Frequency: 0.0000)
eyes_formal_visual_field_testing (Tree:6.41.148, Frequency: 0.0000)
radiographic_studies (Tree:6.41.149, Frequency: 0.0177)
imaging_findings (Tree:6.41.149.232, Frequency: 0.0037)
imaging_impression (Tree:6.41.149.233, Frequency: 0.0000)
types_of_radiographic_studies (Tree:6.41.149.234, Frequency: 0.0000)
endoscopic_procedure (Tree:6.41.150, Frequency: 0.0000)
endoscopic_findings (Tree:6.41.150.235, Frequency: 0.0000)
endoscopic_impressions (Tree:6.41.150.236, Frequency: 0.0000)
respiratory_tract_endoscopy (Tree:6.41.150.237, Frequency: 0.0000)
gastrointestinal_endoscopy (Tree:6.41.150.238, Frequency: 0.0002)
peritoneoscopy (Tree:6.41.150.239, Frequency: 0.0000)
cystoscopy_and_cystometrogram (Tree:6.41.150.240, Frequency: 0.0000)
culdoscopy_and_culdocentesis (Tree:6.41.150.241, Frequency: 0.0000)
culposcopy (Tree:6.41.150.242, Frequency: 0.0000)
arthroscopy (Tree:6.41.150.243, Frequency: 0.0000)
psychological_data (Tree:6.41.151, Frequency: 0.0000)
educational_testing (Tree:6.41.151.244, Frequency: 0.0000)
developmental_testing (Tree:6.41.151.245, Frequency: 0.0000)
functional_assessment (Tree:6.41.152, Frequency: 0.0000)
pathologic_data (Tree:6.41.153, Frequency: 0.0078)
biopsy_nervous_system (Tree:6.41.153.246, Frequency: 0.0000)
respiratory_tract_histopathological_studies (Tree:6.41.153.247, Frequency: 0.0000)
breast_biopsy_aspirate (Tree:6.41.153.248, Frequency: 0.0000)
pituitary_biopsy (Tree:6.41.153.249, Frequency: 0.0000)
thyroid_biopsy (Tree:6.41.153.250, Frequency: 0.0000)
parathyroid_biospy (Tree:6.41.153.251, Frequency: 0.0000)
adrenal_biopsy (Tree:6.41.153.252, Frequency: 0.0000)
gonadal_biopsy (Tree:6.41.153.253, Frequency: 0.0000)
myocardial_biopsy (Tree:6.41.153.254, Frequency: 0.0000)
pericardial_biopsy (Tree:6.41.153.255, Frequency: 0.0000)
blood_vessel_biopsy (Tree:6.41.153.256, Frequency: 0.0000)
esophagus_biopsy (Tree:6.41.153.257, Frequency: 0.0000)
stomach_biopsy (Tree:6.41.153.258, Frequency: 0.0003)
si_biopsy (Tree:6.41.153.259, Frequency: 0.0087)
colon_biopsy (Tree:6.41.153.260, Frequency: 0.0000)
rectal_biopsy (Tree:6.41.153.261, Frequency: 0.0000)
liver_biopsy (Tree:6.41.153.262, Frequency: 0.0007)
pancreas_biospy (Tree:6.41.153.263, Frequency: 0.0000)
peritoneum_biopsy (Tree:6.41.153.264, Frequency: 0.0000)
kidney_biopsy (Tree:6.41.153.265, Frequency: 0.0003)
ureter_or_urinary_bladder_biopsy (Tree:6.41.153.266, Frequency: 0.0000)
uterine_biopsy (Tree:6.41.153.267, Frequency: 0.0000)
prostate_biopsy (Tree:6.41.153.268, Frequency: 0.0002)
hematopoetic_and_reticuloendothelial_histopatholog (Tree:6.41.153.269, Frequency: 0.0000)
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skin_biopsy (Tree:6.41.153.270, Frequency: 0.0000)
musculoskeletal_histopathological_studies (Tree:6.41.153.271, Frequency: 0.0000)
orders (Tree:7, Frequency: 0.0048)
instructions (Tree:8, Frequency: 0.0002)
discharge_instructions (Tree:8.42, Frequency: 0.0000)
activity (Tree:8.43, Frequency: 0.0048)
discharge_activity (Tree:8.44, Frequency: 0.0000)
follow_up (Tree:9, Frequency: 0.0025)
discharge_followup (Tree:9.45, Frequency: 0.0007)
functional_status (Tree:10, Frequency: 0.0071)
problem_list (Tree:11, Frequency: 0.2245)
discharge_problem_list (Tree:11.46, Frequency: 0.0000)
ed_problem (Tree:11.47, Frequency: 0.0000)
health_status (Tree:12, Frequency: 0.0000)
assessment_and_plan (Tree:13, Frequency: 0.3128)
summary (Tree:13.48, Frequency: 0.0401)
assessment (Tree:13.49, Frequency: 0.4041)
analysis (Tree:13.50, Frequency: 0.2398)
plan (Tree:13.51, Frequency: 0.4442)
treatment_goals (Tree:13.51.154, Frequency: 0.0049)
patient_education (Tree:13.51.155, Frequency: 0.0003)
plan_by_type (Tree:13.51.156, Frequency: 0.0000)
diagnostic_plan,_workup (Tree:13.51.156.272, Frequency: 0.0000)
therapeutic_plan (Tree:13.51.156.273, Frequency: 0.0017)
anesthesia_plan (Tree:13.51.156.274, Frequency: 0.0012)
wound_care_plan (Tree:13.51.156.275, Frequency: 0.0080)
prophylaxis_plan (Tree:13.51.156.276, Frequency: 0.0427)
health_maintenance_plan (Tree:13.51.156.277, Frequency: 0.0005)
disposition_plan (Tree:13.51.156.278, Frequency: 0.0197)
transplant_plan (Tree:13.51.156.279, Frequency: 0.0019)
plan_by_system (Tree:13.51.157, Frequency: 0.0034)
general_plan (Tree:13.51.157.281, Frequency: 0.0027)
skin_plan (Tree:13.51.157.282, Frequency: 0.0031)
heent_plan (Tree:13.51.157.283, Frequency: 0.0003)
lypmhatic_plan (Tree:13.51.157.284, Frequency: 0.0000)
hematology_plan (Tree:13.51.157.285, Frequency: 0.0292)
hematologic_lymphatic_plan (Tree:13.51.157.285-9, Frequency: 0.0000) , composite concept
oncology_plan (Tree:13.51.157.286, Frequency: 0.0037)
hematologic_oncologic_plan (Tree:13.51.157.286-8, Frequency: 0.0000) , composite concept
cardiovascular_plan (Tree:13.51.157.287, Frequency: 0.0790)
thorax_plan (Tree:13.51.157.288, Frequency: 0.0000)
gastrointestinal_plan (Tree:13.51.157.289, Frequency: 0.0702)
genitourinary_plan (Tree:13.51.157.290, Frequency: 0.0034)
neuro_psych_plan (Tree:13.51.157.291, Frequency: 0.0003)
musculoskeletal_rheumatological_plan (Tree:13.51.157.292, Frequency: 0.0000)
endocrine_metabolic_plan (Tree:13.51.157.293, Frequency: 0.0000)
infectious_disease_plan (Tree:13.51.157.294, Frequency: 0.0627)
congenital_plan (Tree:13.51.157.295, Frequency: 0.0000)
pulmonary_plan (Tree:13.51.157.296, Frequency: 0.0639)
immunologic_plan (Tree:13.51.157.297, Frequency: 0.0000)
extremity_plan (Tree:13.51.157.298, Frequency: 0.0008)
renal_plan (Tree:13.51.157.299, Frequency: 0.0477)
fluid_electrolyte_nutrition_plan (Tree:13.51.157.300, Frequency: 0.0554)
fluid_electrolyte_nutrition_gastrointestinal_plan (Tree:13.51.157.300-32, Frequency: 0.0007) ,
composite concept
findings (Tree:13.53, Frequency: 0.0015)
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operative_findings (Tree:13.53.158, Frequency: 0.0000)
closing (Tree:14, Frequency: 0.0003)
carbon_copy (Tree:14.54, Frequency: 0.0015)
report_status (Tree:14.55, Frequency: 0.0020)
total_time (Tree:14.56, Frequency: 0.0000)
critical_care_time (Tree:14.56.159, Frequency: 0.0002)
counseling_time (Tree:14.56.160, Frequency: 0.0000)
operative_procedural (Tree:15, Frequency: 0.0000)
estimated_blood_loss (Tree:15.57, Frequency: 0.0002)
counts (Tree:15.58, Frequency: 0.0070)
type_of_procedure (Tree:15.59, Frequency: 0.0005)
technique (Tree:15.60, Frequency: 0.0000)
anesthesia (Tree:15.61, Frequency: 0.0005)
complications (Tree:15.62, Frequency: 0.0029)
description (Tree:16, Frequency: 0.0012)
technical_quality (Tree:17, Frequency: 0.0000)
addendum (Tree:18, Frequency: 0.0034)
attending_addendum (Tree:18.63, Frequency: 0.0000)
report (Tree:19, Frequency: 0.0248)
references (Tree:20, Frequency: 0.0005)
recommended_reading (Tree:20.64, Frequency: 0.0000)
attestation (Tree:21, Frequency: 0.0015)
house_staff_attestation (Tree:21.65, Frequency: 0.0000)
attending_attestation (Tree:21.66, Frequency: 0.0022)
author (Tree:22, Frequency: 0.0984)
data_base (Tree:23, Frequency: 0.0002)
consent (Tree:24, Frequency: 0.0019)
comment (Tree:25, Frequency: 0.0754)
resuscitation (Tree:26, Frequency: 0.0034)
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APPENDIX C

IMPORTANT SECTION LIST FOR EVALUATION

Chief complaint
History present illness
Past medical history
Family medical history
Medical history of 1st degree relatives: mother, father, siblings, and children
Health maintenance, if it exists as a grouped section
Personal and social history
Substance use or a more granular section (ethanol, tobacco, or drug use)
Medications
Allergies/Adverse reactions
Review of Systems
Any identified sections here. Only add tags for sections tagged by the authors.
Common sections would parallel physical exam subsections (where appropriate).
Physical exam
Vital signs
General
Dermatologic
Lymph nodes
HEENT (or any of Head, Eye, Ear, Nose, or Throat)
Cardiovascular
Any of gastrointestinal, rectal, or abdominal
Any of pulmonary/thorax/chest
Any of genitourinary, pelvic, or genital
Neurological
Psychological
Any of musculoskeletal/rheumatological, or subcomponents back, costrovertebral
angle, or spine
Extremities
Labs and radiology
Score subsections identified by SecTag, but do not need to labeled unidentified
sections
Assessment and plan
Of note, in the terminology, “analysis”, “assessment”, and “plan” and their
subcategories are components of “Assessment and plan.” Score identified
subsections.
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